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Let G be a group, p a fixed prime, and B a finite p-closed subgroup of G. 
A set Q = {P, ,..., P,} of finite subgroups of G is a parabolic system of rank 
n (of characteristic p and with Bore1 subgroup B) for G, if for every 
iE {l,..., n}: 
(1) B = N,(O,(B)), 
(2) B is contained in a unique subgroup of Pi, 
(3) q?(Pi) f 19 
(4) G = (P, ,..., P,), and no proper subset of Q generates G. 
Any parabolic system gives rise to a chamber system, as was introduced 
by Tits [lo], where the chambers are the (right) cosets of B in G and Bx is 
i-incident to By, if and only if Pjx = Pi y. Thus, a parabolic system is 
closely related to a geometric structure on which G acts by (right) mul- 
tiplication. 
If G is a finite Chevalley group and p is the characteristic prime of G and 
(*) B = N,(O,(B)), 
then the subgroups P, of such a parabolic system for G are the minimal 
parabolic subgroups of G, i.e., 
(**) Op’(Pi/O,(Pi)) is a Chevalley group of rank 1. 
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If G is a sporadic group, the parabolic systems atisfying (*) have been 
determined in [6], It turns out that for p = 2 in nearly half of the sporadic 
groups a parabolic system exists with 
(*a=+) PJO,(P,) EC, or C,, and P,/O,(P,) z Z, for at least one 
subgroup P,. 
In general, for a parabolic system Q of rank n the question arises 
whether the structure of the subgroups PI,..., P, can be deduced from the 
structure of P,/O,(P,) ,..., P,/O,( P,). 
This has been solved for n = 2, if the subgroups in $2 satisfy (**) 
(see [3]), and a lot is known for n > 3 and p = 2 (see [9]). In this paper we 
treat the exceptional rank 2 case mentioned above, i.e., parabolic systems of 
rank 2 satisfying (*w.). 
HYPOTHESIS A. Let G be a group and 52 = {M,, M2) be a parabolic 
system of rank 2for G such that 
(i) MlI02(Ml) = L5 and MdOAMd = C3, 
(ii) no non-trivial normal subgroup of G is contained in MI n M,, 
(iii) C,,(O,(M,)) d O,(M,), i= 1, 2. 
Note that automatically the characteristic of B is 2 and the Bore1 sub- 
group is a 2-subgroup of M, and M,. 
For the statement of the theorem we need a further definition. The sub- 
groups P, ,..., P, of a parabolic system are of type X, if X is a group con- 
taining a parabolic system (P, ,..., P,} such that Pi ‘v Pi for i = l,..., n. 
THEOREM. Suppose that G and Q = (M,, M2} satisfy Hypothesis A. 
Then M, and Mz are of type Aut(U,(2)), M,,, Aut(M,,), HS, Aut(HS), 
Ly, or Ru. 
The proof of the theorem relies heavily upon a graph theoretic approach 
related to the chamber system corresponding to Q. Since G is not assumed 
to be finite, the proof is, with one exception, independent of deep results in 
finite group theory, the exception being a pushing up result used in Sec- 
tion 2. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
ES-modules. Let X be a group and W an X-module over GF(2). The 
element t E X induces a k-tansvection in W, if 
1 # I W/C,(t)1 d 2k. 
481:102/i-6 
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A subgroup U < X induces k-transvections in W, if U # 1 and every t E U# 
induces a k-transvection in W, and U operates quadratically on W, if 
[W, u, U] = 1. 
For Lemmas (1.1)(1.7) let G=C,, ,s~Syl,(G), and T=SnG’, and let 
V be a faithful finite-dimensional Zs-module over GF(2). We define: 
V is a natural C,-module, if 1 VJ = 24 and [V, T, T] = 1. 
V is an orthogonal ,Z,-module, if 1 VJ = 24 and [V, T, T] # 1. 
The following three lemmas are either well-known (Lemma (1.1)) or easy 
to check. 
(1.1) Let V be irreducible, then V is a natural or orthogonal C,-module. 
(1.2) Let V be a natural X,-module, then 
(a) [V, T]=C,(T)=C,(t)for tET# and IV/C,(T)I=4, 
(b) all non-trivial elements of odd order of G operate fixed-point-freely 
on V, 
(c ) T is the only I-group in S which operates quadratically on V, 
(d) no involution in G induces a transvection in V. 
(1.3) Let V be an orthogonal Es-module, then 
(a) no involution in T induces a transvection in V, 
(b) ICK Tll=8 and ICK T, Tll=Z 
(c) the elements of order 3 in G do not operate fixed-point-freely on V, 
(d) the involutions in S\T induce transvections in V, 
(e) there is a unique I-group F in S which operates quadratically on V, 
and IV/C,,(T) =4. 
(1.4) Assume that V= (C,(S)G) and C,(G’)= 1, then V= [V, G]. 
Proof: We have V = [V, G] C,(S). Since the hypothesis is inductive, 
we may assume by ( 1.1) that [ V, G] is a natural or orthogonal Z,-module. 
Set V,, = [V, G]. 
If V, is natural, then by (1.2) 1 V/C,(T)] = 4. Since G’ can be generated 
by two conjugates of T, we get that 1 VJ = 24 and V= [V, G]. 
If V,, is orthogonal, then by (1.3) there exists a 4-group T such that 
I V/C,( p)I = 4, and the proof follows as above. 
(1.5) Assume that (V/C,(t)1 =2 for some t ES”. Then V/C,(G) is an 
orthogonal X,-module. 
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Proof Note that G can be generated by four conjugates of t. Thus, 
( V/C,(G)( d 24 and the claim follows from (1.2) and (1.3). 
(1.6) Assume that I/== (C,(S)‘) and C,(G’)= 1. Then any of the 
following properties implies that V is irreducible: 
(a) There exists t in G’ which induces a 2-transvection in V. 
(b) There exists a 4-group A in G which induces 3-transvections in V. 
The proof is an easy consequence of (1.2)-( 1.4). 
(1.7) Assume that V/C,(G) is an orthogonal C,-module and F is an 
elementary I-group in S with 1 V/C.( F’)I = 4. Then for any V, 6 V with 
I V/V,/ = 2 there exists XE T# such that V= V,C,(x). 
Proof There exists H< G with T< H and H 2: Cz x C3. It follows that 
C,,(F) # C,(t) for some t E F#. Hence, t induces a transvection in V. Now 
(1.3) imphes that every element in nT induces a transvection, and 
V= (C,(t)\ tE nT). 
The Thompson subgroup J(P) in the next lemma is meant to be the 
“elementary abelian” version which is generated by the set d(P) of all 
elementary abelian subgroups of P of maximal order. 
(1.8) Let X be afinite group, P~syl,(X) and Z= (QI(Z(P))X). Sup- 
pose that 
(i) X/O,(X) = Es, 
(ii) J(P) $ O&U, 
(iii) C,(Z) = O,(X) and 26 O,(X). 
Then Z/Z n Z(Y) is natural or orthogonal ES-module for X/O,(X). 
Proof: Set G = X/O,(X) and V= Z, and let A E d(P) with A $ O,(X). 
Since IAl > I(,4 n O,(X)) ZI we get that IA/A n O,(X)l 2 lZ/ZnAl 2 
IV/C.(A)l. The assertion now follows from (l.l), (1.5), and (1.6). 
The Graph r. Let G be a group and M, and Mz be two (different) sub- 
groups of G. Suppose that G = (M,, M, ) and no non-trivial normal sub- 
group of G is contained in M, n M,. 
Let r= T(G, M, , M,) be the set of right cosets of G with respect o M, 
and M,, and let two cosets be adjacent, if they are different and have non- 
empty intersection. Then r is a graph, the coset graph of G with respect o 
M, and M2, and G operates on I’ by right multiplication. 
We use the following notation: A(6) is the set of neighbors of 6 E r. An 
arc of length n (3 1) in r is an ordered (n + I)-tuple (a,,..., c(,) of vertices 
such that for O<i,j<n and ifj: 
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(a) “iZaj for {i,j} # (0, n>, 
(b) cr,~d(or,) for Ii-j1 = 1. 
Two vertices 6 and A are conjugate (under G), if they are in the same G- 
orbit off. With d( , ) we denote the usual distance metric on IY 
The following elementary properties are easy to check, and a proof can 
be found in [4]. 
(1.9) (a) I- is bipartite and connected. 
(b) G d Aut(T). 
(c) G operates edge- but not vertex-transitively on r. 
(d) G6 is transitive on A(6) for 6 E r. 
(e) The vertex-stabilizers Gg, 6 E r, are conjugate in G to M, or M,. 
( f ) The edge-stabilizers are conjugate in G to MI n Ml. 
The next lemma is also from [4], but since it is frequently used in the 
proofs of this paper, we give a proof. 
(1.10) Let a and /? be adjacent vertices in I-. Suppose that there exists a 
subgroup U < G, n G, such that No(U), is transitive on A(A) for 1= a, b. 
Then U= 1. 
Proof: SetX=N,(U)andT,=aXu~X.ThenA(6)~T0for6~T0,and 
(1.9)(a) implies that r= f,. Thus, U fixes every vertex in r, and (1.9)(b) 
yields U = 1. 
From now on we assume that G, M,, and M, fullil Hypothesis A. We fix 
the following notation: 
Notation. r=T(G,M,,M,) and 6~r: 
Q6 = OAG,), 
Z, = <Q,(Z(T)) I TE Syl,(G,)), 
V,= (z,lA~A(4), 
W,= (V,l4&@=2), 
b,=min{d(h A)I-G 4~ QA>, 
b = min{ bs/S E r}. 
In view of (1.9) there are two adjacent vertices a and /I in r such that 
(G,, GB} = (M,, M2} and b = 6, or b = b,. We choose notation such that 
b= b,. Note that by (iii) of Hypothesis A b > 1. Hence, again by (1.9), 
there exists a’ E r such that d(a, a’) = b = d(P, a’) + 1 and Z, 4 Q,,. Let 
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y = (4 BY.., a’) be an arc of length b from a to M’. We denote the vertices in 
Y by 
y = (a, a + l,..., tl + b) 
or 
y = (a’ - b ,...> a’ - 1, a’), 
i.e., 
cr=cc’-b,cc’=cr+b and j?=a+ 1 =a’-(b- 1). 
Let G6 be conjugate to M, and 1 E d(6). Then G6 n GA is a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of G6 and G6/Qd N .JY‘,. Hence, G6 n G1 is contained in a unique 
maximal subgroup of Gg. We denote this maximal subgroup by Mb2. Note 
that M,,lQ, N Cd. 
(1.11) Let 6 E I-, then the following hold: 
(a) Q,=Cl iGAc6j(G6 n GA. 
(b) Gd/Qd 2: ,JC, or C,, and G, n G,, I E A(6), is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of Gs. 
(c) Z, d Qs, i.e., b 3 1. 
(4 CGb(Z6) = Q6 or Z6 = Q@VW. 
(e) IfZ,=a,(Z(G,)), then Z(G,)= 1 for LEA(~). 
Proqf: The assertions (ak(c) follow directly from Hypothesis A and the 
structure of M, and M,, (d) follows from the definition of Zs, and (e) is a 
consequence of ( 1.10). 
(1.12) Cou(ZJ = Qv 
Proof: Assume that C&Z,)# Qa. Then (1.11)(d) yields Z,= 
Q,(Z(G,)) < Z, and b, < b which contradicts the minimality of 6. 
(1.13) Suppose that [Z,, Z,,] # 1, and let {cr, a’} = (6, S’}. Then: 
(a) 1-W-G n Qd = l-G~/-%n Q&I. 
(b) ?f GdQ6 = EC,, then IZdQI(Z(G,))l = 4. 
(c) If Gs/Qs N C,, then Z,/sZ,(Z(G,)) is a natural or orthogonal ,I?,- 
module for G6/Q6. 
(d) Ifbcb,, then b is even. 
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ProoJ: Lemma (1.12) implies that C,JZ,) = Q, and C,+(Z,,) = Qm,. We 
may choose 6 and 6’ such that 
I-W-G n Q,,l G IZ,Kv n Q,l 
If Gg/Qs N C,, then (a) and (b) are obvious. If G&/Q* z z,, then (a) and 
(c)follow from (l.l), (1.2), (1.3), (1.5), and (1.6). 
Since [Z,, Z,,] # 1 we have 6,. = b. If b > b,, then B is not conjugate to 
GI’. Thus, by (1.9) Q’ is conjugate to c( and b is even. 
(1.14) Suppose that [Z,, Z,,] = 1 and b > 1. Then: 
(4 -G = ~AZ(Gd). 
(b) b is odd, i.e., LX’ is conjugate to B. 
(c) V, and V,. are elementary abelian. 
(d) V, operates quadratically on V,, and vice versa. 
(e) GA Va8/&) G Q,,. 
Proof Since [Z,, Z,,]= 1 (a) follows from (1.11)(d). Now (1.12) 
yields (b). It follows that b > 3, and VP and V,, are elementary abelian. The 
minimality of b implies that VP d G,, and V2, < G,, and (d) follows 
from (c). 
It remains to show (e). Assume that C,-+( VJZ,.) $ Qr,. Then 
CGz,( VJZ,,) is transitive on d(cr’). On the other hand, by (a) Z,, 6 
Z a’- i d V,., and Z,,-, is normal in C,%,( V,./Z,,). This contradicts (1.10). 
In view (1.13) and (1.14) there is a natural subdivision of the problem 
into the cases [Z,, Z,,] # 1 and [Z,, Z,,] = 1. In the second case we have 
Z, 6 V, and Z, 4 Qas, thus, V, 4 Q,, and by (1.14)(e) [V,. V,,] # 1. 
Hence, here the roles of Z, resp. Z,. are played by V, resp. V,.. 
It is sometimes convenient to substitute the pair (~1, a’) (resp. (/?, a’) in 
the second case) by another one with the same properties. For this reason 
we define: 
In the case [Z,, Z,,] # 1 a pair (6, 6’) of vertices is a critical pair, if 
6) Z6 4 Q,,, 
(ii) b = d(6, 6’). 
In the case [Z,, Z,,] = 1 a pair (6, S’) of vertices is a critical pair, if 
(i) d(6,6’)=b-1, 
(ii) 6 and 6’ are conjugate to /?. 
(iii) Vs 4 Qss. 
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(1.15) Let (6, 6’) be a critical pair. Then: 
(a) rf [Z,, Z,.] # 1, then [Z,, Z,,] # 1 and (1.13) holds for (6,6’). 
(b) Zf [Z,, Z,,] = 1 and b > 1, then (1.14) holdsfor (6, 6’) in place of 
(B1 @‘I. 
The proof is an easy consequence of the minimality of b. 
Free Amalgamated Products. For the next lemma we use the following 
notation: H is the free amalgamated product of M, and M2 with respect o 
M,nM,,M,, is the unique maximal subgroup of M, containing 
M, n M,, X is the subgroup of H generated by MI2 and M2, and D is the 
largest normal subgroup of X contained in M,, n Mz. 
The next lemma simplifies the treatment of the structure of M, and M, 
in Section 5, but it is not essential for it. Thus, we only outline the proof of 
this lemma. 
(1.16) Let C be a normal subgroup of X with the follwing properties: 
(a) CnM,,<D and CnM,<D, 
(b) X/DC = z3 x z,, 64), A, or C,, 
(c) DnCdZ(C), 
(d) D n C is elementary abelian. 
Then C = (D n C) x F, where F is normal in X, i.e., X/F is an extension of 
X/DC by D. 
For a sketch of the proof we use the following notation: 
8=X/DC, X= XJD, and A is the coset graph of X with respect o M,z 
and M,. 
Note that A P A/D and A is bipartite. Thus, we can turn A into a direc- 
ted graph by taking one of the two vertex-classes as terminal vertices and 
the other as initial vertices of the edges. 
From the theory of free amalgamated products (see [7]) we get that X is 
a free amalgamated product of M,, and M, with respect o M,2 n M,, and 
this is equivalent to A being a tree. Since /1 N A/D, X is also a free 
amalgamated product of M,, and ii-i, with respect o R,, n A,. It follows 
from (a) that C is free. Since every (central) extension of a free group splits, 
we get 
(*) C = (D n C) x F, where F is a free complement in C to D n C. 
Set F* = (f '/f E F). Obviously, by (d) and (*) F* is normal in X. 
Moreover, C/F2(D n C) (N F/F*) is a GF(2) F-module. One can show now 
that F/F’- H,(A) as a GF(2)x-module. But H,(A) is the Steinberg- 
module, which is projective for the groups in question. Hence, F can be 
chosen to be normal in X 
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2. PUSHING UP 
(2.0) HYPOTHESIS. We assume Hypothesis A. 
For Lemmas (2.1)-(2.4) let X be a finite group, SE Syl,(X), Z = 
(Q,(Z(S))x), B= (Q,(Z(J(S)))), and X=X/O,(X), and suppose that 
z 6 C,(Z) = O*(X). 
Here, J(S) is the elementary abelian version of the Thompson subgroup. 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the action of J(S) on Z in the 
cases where XE C,, As, or C,. 
(2.1) Suppose that X 2: z, or C, and Z/C,(O’(X)) is natural C,- resp. 
C,-module. Then BE Syl,( ( BX)). 
Proof: The assertion follows from (1.2) and the first steps of the proof 
in [l]. 
(2.2) Suppose that X- L,(2”), n> 1, and no non-trivial characteristic 
subgroup of S is normaf in X. Then [X, O,(X)] <Z, and Z/Q,(Z(X)) is a 
natural L,(2”)-module. 
Proof: This is an easy consequence of [ 11. 
(2.3) Suppose that X is as in (2.2). Let CI E Aut(S), CI of odd order. Then 
(Z”’ 1 ie N ) is a normal subgroup of X contained in O,(X). 
Proof. This is again a consequence of [ 11. A proof can be found in 
[S, 1.71. 
(2.4) Suppose that X N C, and Z/Z n Z(X) is an orthogonal C,-module. 
If J(S) 4 O,(X), then there exists a subgroup U in X such that 
(4 BE SY~~(U), 
tb) u/02( U = C, 9 
(c) (U, S) =x. 
Proof: We apply (1.3) and get a subgroup L d X such that O,(X) d L, 
L/O,(X) = c2 x 23, and BO,(X) E SyZ,(L). Since Z/Z n Z(X) is 
orthogonal, we get for ZL= (O,(Z(BO,(X)))“) that ZJZ,nZ(L) is a 
natural E,-module. It follows now from (2.1) that U = ( BL ) has the 
desired properties. 
(2.5) Suppose that (6, A} = {a, p}, S = G, n G,, and U is a subgroup of 
G6 with 
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(1) Ql n UE Syi,(U), and Ql n U is normal in G;., 
(2) z1 G O,(U)> 
(3) (U, S> =Gd. 
Then the follwing hold: 
(a) Cu(02(U)) d 02(W 
(b) No non-trivial characteristic subgroup of Un QA is normal in U. 
(c) ZfZg<Z(Gs) then bk<3. 
(d) If Z, 6 Z(G,) then bb 6 2. 
(e ) rf US = G6 then Zb $ Z(G,). 
Proof: If C,(O,( U)) 4 O,(U), then Z, is normal in ( Oz( U), S) = G, 
which contradicts (1.10). 
If C is a characteristic subgroup of Q, n U, then C is normal in Gd and 
Gj,, and (1.10) implies C= 1. 
Set T= Qj, n U, Z, = (Q,(Z(T))U), and B= C,(L2,(Z(J(T)))). Note 
that 52,(Z(S)),<Z,nZ6 and Z1<Zz,. It follows from (1.8) that either 
(i) lJjO,(U)~z1~, A5, or C,, and Z,/C,,(O’(U)) is a natural 
module, or 
(ii) U/O,(U) N C,, and Z,/Z,, n Z(U) is an orthogonal module. 
In both cases we have Zi. < B. In case (i) we get from (2.1) that 
BgSylz( (B”)). In case (ii) by (2.4) there exists a subgroup UO< U with 
8~ Syl,(UO) and the other properties listed there. Thus, we may assume 
loss that U fullils (i) and ii E SyZz( U). 
Assume first that Z, < Z(G,), and set V= (Z,“) and Vi = ( VGA). By 
(2.2) [O,(U), 02(U)] < V, and it follows from (1.10) and (3) that 
V, & O,(U) and thus V, $ Q,; in particular bA < 3. 
Assume now that Z, & Z(G,). Again by (3) we get [sZ,(Z(S)), U] # 1 
and by (2.2) [O,(U), 02(U)] <Z,. Now (1.10) yields Vn 4 O,(U) and 
bgd2. 
Assume next that US = Gg. Then [Q6, U] < O,(U) and Z, is normal in 
G,, since T is normal in S. Hence, there exists D E Syl,(U) with 
S= N,(D) T and [Z,, D] n a,(Z(T)) # 1. It follows that Q,(Z(S))n 
IIZ,, 01 # 1 and Z, 4 Z(G,). 
(2.6) Suppose that (6, A} = (~1, /?}, S = G, n G, and U is a subgroup of 
Gs with 
(1) QA n UE SYMU), 
(2) z, G OA U), 
(3) <u, S)=Gg. 
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Zf Zd 4 Z(G,) and b > 1, then Un Q, is not normal in GA. 
ProoJ Let U be a counter example. Then U fulfills the hypothesis of 
(2.5). As we have seen in the proof of (2.5) we may assume that 
U/O,(U) N C, or A, and BE Syl,( (B”)), B as in (2.5). On the other hand, 
(2.5)(d) and (1.12) imply b, = 2 and V, 4 O,(U). Hence, there exists an 
element dg G,\G, of odd order with Zi 4 O,( (I). But then d induces an 
automorphism of odd order in B which contradicts (2.5)(a) and (b) 
and (2.3). 
(2.7) Assume that Z,Z, is normal in G,, then Z, < Z(Gp). 
Proof Assume that Z, & Z(GB). It follows from ( 1.11) that Qp = 
C,,(Z,). Thus, Q, n Q, = C,a(Z,Z,) is normal in G,. In addition, (1.11) 
and (1.13) imply that ZOL/CZU(02(GJ) is a natural or orthogonal module, 
and by (1.10) J(Q,) < Q, n Q,. 
We set B = C,,(S2,(Z(J(Q,)))) and L = (Qp). Then L/Q, A Q, is a cen- 
tral extension of C,, resp. 2,. Since IL n S/Q01 < 2, we get from [S, V, 
25.11 that O,(L) = Qa n Qp. 
Assume first that Z,/C,(O*(G,)) 1s a natural module. For U = ( BL ) it 
follows from (2.1) that BE Syf,( U), and U fulfills the hypothesis of (2.6); 
but B is normal in G,, a contradiction. 
Assume now that Z,/C,JO*(G,)) is an orthogonal module. Then we 
apply (2.4) and get as above a contradiction to (2.6). 
(2.8) Assume that b > 1, then Q, Qp = G, n G,. 
ProojI Assume that Q,QP # G, n G,. Then for (6, A> = (~1, /I> we may 
assume Qb<Ql; in particular, G6/Qd N C, and J(Q,) $ Qd by (1.10). It 
follows by (1.3) that Q,/Q& E C, x C2 and that there exists U < G6 such 
that Q, E SyZ,( U) and U fulfills the hypothesis of (2.5). Together with (2.6) 
we get Zd < Z(G,). On the other hand, Z, < Z(Qa) and the action of J(QJ 
on a,(Z(Q,)) (see (1.3)) yields Z, & Z(G,), a contradiction. 
(2.9) Assume that b > 1 and the following hold: 
(a) Zp d Z(GO), 
(b) G,/Qz ‘v C,, and Z, is a natural or orthogonal z:,-module. 
Then IZ,nZ;I =4for XEG~\G,. 
Proof Set S= G, n G, and R = Z, n Z;. Note that by (2.8) R is nor- 
mal in G,. 
Assume first that b = 2. Then again (2.8) and the structure of Z, imply 
IZ:/Z;n Qcll =4, and R= [Z,, Z;] has order 4. 
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Assume now that b > 2. Then V, is elementary abelian. If IRI = 8, then 
Q, E SyZ,(C,,(R)) since R is normal in S. On the other hand, Qol 4 Qp and 
C,,(R) S= G,, and (2.5)(e) yields Z, < Z(G,), a contradiction. Hence, we 
may assume that 1 R( = 2 and R = Z,. 
If J(S) 6 Q,, then J(S) 4 Q, and IZ, nR,(Z(J(S)))I =4. Set B= 
C,(sZ,(Z(J(S)))). Then (2.4) and (2.6) imply that B 4 Qp. In particular, 
C,,jQ,(Z(J(S)))) is transitive on d(b) and Q,(Z(J(S))) n Z, 6 R which 
contradicts I RI = 2. 
Assume now that J(S) 4 Q,. Let A be an elementary abelian subgroup 
of S of maximal order and A 4 Q,. Pick a~ A\Q, and set 1= ax, A, = 
A n Q,, and A, = A, n Q,. Note that by (2.8) (a, Q,) is transitive on d(p) 
and thus C,,(a)=R=ZI,=A,nZ, and IA,Z1j=8JA,I. On the other 
hand, 
lA,Z,I G IAI =%4,I and lAo/A~l G4 
and we get that 1 A, Z,I = I Al. Hence, a normalizes A, Z,, since V, is 
abelian, and [Z,, a] 6 C,,,,(a) = A,. N ow the 3-subgroup lemma yields 
[A,, Z,, a] = 1, which means that [A,, Z,] d R = Z,. This contradicts the 
module structure of Z,. 
3. THE CASE G,JQI N C, 
(3.0) HYPOTHESIS. We assume Hypothesis A and in addition 
G,/Q, = C,. 
(3.1) Assume that b < b,j, then Z,j d Z(G,). 
Proof. Let G be a counterexample. Then b = O(2) and V, < Q, n G,,. It 
follows that V, < Z, Q,, and [V,,Z,.]~[Z,,Z,,]~Z,. Pick ALE 
d(a)\(P), then G, = (Z,,, G, n G,) and G, normalizes Z,Z, which con- 
tradicts (2.7). 
(3.2) Z, < Z(G,). 
Proof. Let G be a counterexample. Then (3.1) implies that b = b,. In 
view of (2.8) we can choose vertices c( - 1 and ~1’ + 1 such that 
a- 1 Ed(C() and G,= <Qa--l> Zx,> Q, 
and 
a’ + 1 E d(cr’) and Gz,= <Qa,+,, Z,> Qcz,. 
Set R= [Z,, Z,,], R-, = [Za-,, Zor.-,], R, = [Z,, Za,+,], V,* = 
( V,/6 E d(a)), and L, = 02(G,) for S E IY Note that Z, induces transvec- 
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tions in Z,,. Hence, either b is even or Z,./Z,. n Z(G,,) is an orthogonal 
E,-module. In both cases Z,. induces transvections in Z,, and 
IZJZ, n Z(G,)l = 4 and R(Z, n Z(G,)) = Q,(Z(G, n Gp)). 
(1) C-LdJ 6 -C and C&+ly .&I g G. 
This follows from the choice of a - 1 and cc’ + 1 and (2.7). 
(2) b>3. 
Assume that b = 1. Then Z, induces transvections in Z,, and ZaQp is 
normal G, n G,. This contradicts the module structure of Z,. 
Assume that b = 2. If Z,- i d G,,, then Z,- i < Z,Q,, which contradicts 
(1). It follows that Rp i # 1, and (c( - 1, /I) is a critical pair. As above, since 
Z,-,Q,r is normal in G,nGB, Z,-, cannot induce transvections in Z,, 
and we get lZ,/Z, n Qa- i I = 4. Now the structure of G, _ ,/Qa-, yields 
Qp n Q, < Z,Qmp i, and Z, _, centralizes a subgroup of index 2 in QB/Z,. 
As above, Z,_ , cannot induce transvections in Qa/Z,, and we have 
[QP, Z,_ i] <Z,. Hence, Z,Z, is normal in G, which contradicts (2.7). 
(3) Suppose that I[ V,, Z,.] Z,/Z,I d 2. Then IZ,/Z, n Z,ZAI d 2 for 
any 2 E E’ and 6, p E d(;l). 
It suffices to prove (3) for c1 and c1- 1, BE d(u). Let H be the preimage of 
C Z,_,ZJZ,(ZaP) in I’,. Then IZ,- JH n Z,- i/ < 2, and H is normal in 
(Q, _, , Z,. ) which is transitive on d(a); in particular H d Z,Z,. 
(4) a’ E aG. 
Assume that tl’$~r~. Then b is odd and by (2) 63 3. In particular, V, is 
abelian and [V,, R,] = 1. On the other hand, R, < Z(G,, n G,,, ,), and by 
the choice of a’ + 1 we have R, d Z(G,,). Hence, 
Z,.-, =Ql(Z(G,sp, nGrc-2)) R, 
and I’, centralizes Z,, _, . We conclude that V, < G,,, and (1) implies that 
I V,/Z,( V, n Qa,)l = 2. Thus, Z,. induces transvections in V,/Z,, and (3) 
yields 
~Z,JZ6~nZ,~-,Z,~-,I <2. 
But V, centralizes Z,, n Z,,- 1ZE,-2 and therefore induces transvections in 
Z,,. Now the module structure of Z,, implies V, < Z,Q,,, a contradiction. 
We now derive a final contradiction. By (4) U’ECX” and by (1) 
Z,-, & G,, and Zap+, 4 G, ; in particular R, # 1 and R _ I # 1. Note that 
(Z,, Qa,+ ,) is transitive on d(cr’) and centralizes R,. It follows that R, < 
Z a8 + 1 n Z,, - 1. In addition, (/I, CI’ + 1) is a critical pair and therefore 
Z,,+ i/Cz.,+,(L,,+ i) is a natural or orthogonal C,-module. In both cases 
R, 4 Z(G,,nG,,+, ) and [R,, Q,.] < Z,.. Hence, after conjugation with a 
suitable element of (Z,, Q,, + , ), we get R, 6 Z( G,, n G,, ~ 1 ). 
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If R 4 Z(G,,- ,), then (Z,- i, G,, n G,.-, ) is a proper subgroup of 
G&l, since it centralizes R. It follows that (Z,- i, G,, n Gas _, ) = 
Ma,- II’, and -L l/G,-,&- I) is an orthogonal ,X,-module. On the other 
hand, by (2.8) M,,- ia, = (Z,- i, QE,) Q+ , and, as shown above, 
R,(Z,, n Z,.- i) is normal in M,.- irs and G’(M,,- iol,) centralizes 
R,(Z,, n Z,, _ , ). This contradicts the model structure of Z,, _ I . 
Thus, we have R<Z(Gxcp,) and Z,,~,=SZ,(Z(G,,~2nG.,~,)) R. In 
addition, [R, V,*] = 1, since b is even and b > 4 by (2). It follows that 
V,“dG,,-,. 
On the other hand, by the choice of Al’ + 1 and (2.8) C&R,) is transitive 
on d(cr’) and (G,,nG,,~,/C,~,~,,.~, (R,)I < 2. Thus, R, < Z,, ~, and, again 
since b b 4, V: centralizes R,. Since R, 4 Z(G,, ~ i), it follows from the 
module structure of Z,, ~, that 
Now (3) implies that IZ,,_,/Z,,_,nZ,.~,Z,.~,162. But [V,*,Z,,_,n 
z l’ ~ 2 Z&J = 1, and again the module structure of Z,,-, yields 
V,*<Z,-,Qx,-1. 
It follows that [V1p,,Zz.p,]<Z3--1, and Z,Z+, is normal in GE-,, 
which contradicts (2.7). 
(3.3) Assume that [Z,, Z,,] # 1, then b = 2. 
Proof. We apply (3.2) and (1.13) and get that IZ,I =4=(Z,12 and 
[Z,,Z,,]=Z,=Z,,-,. 
Assume that b > 2 and set Pa = WJZ, and a = I W,/ W, n G,.I. Clearly 
b-O(2) and if b=4, then Zac2 = Z, Z,, _ i = Z, which contradicts ( 1.10). 
Thus, we have b > 6 and W, is elementary abelian. Since [ W,, Z,. _, ] = 1 
and W, < G,. _ 2, it follows that W, < G,, ~ I . On the other hand, W, d G,, 
yields [ W,, Z,,] = [Z,, Z,,] 6 Z,, and Vs is normal in G,, a contradiction 
to (1.10). Thus, we have 1 #a ~4 and 1 pE/CFE(Z,.)I <a. It follows that 
IV,p,/V,p,nVlll<a for a-l~d(cc)\{b} and after conjugation 
IV,,~,/V,,~,nVV,,~31~a. 
If [ W,, Vxzp3] # 1, then the minimality of b implies 
Z,p,<[W,,V,,p3] for some IX-l~d(cc)\(B} and therefore Z,= 
Z 3-1 x-Z,< Vx,-j<Q,,, a contradiction. Thus, we have that W, cen- 
tralizes V,. _ 3 n V,, ~ i, and since V,. ~ 3 n V,. _, is normal in G,, ~ 2 n G,. ~ 1, 
we get by (1.5) that V,, _ 3 n V,. ~, is not of index 2 in V,,- i . It follows that 
With the same argument we get that I V,/C,( W,,)l = ) WJW,. n G,I = 4, 
and by (1.6) and (1.1) VB/CvB(02(G,)) is a natural or orthogonal LY,- 
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module for G,/Q,. Since 1 Va/Vs n Q.,l = 2 and Z, = Z,, ~ i, the structure of 
these modules implies that [ VB n Qmf, VA] & Z,,- 1 for some 
kd(a’)\{a’- l>, and since Z, operates transitively on d(cr’)\{cc’ - 1 }, we 
have [VgnQ,,, V,] 4 Zmzp, for any Aed(a’)\ l}. 
Pick gEG,,-, such that (or’- 2)g = CI’ and set 1= (a’- 3)g. Then 
IV: < G,, n G,,_ i and [ Wf, V,] = 1. Since a = 4, we derive from the struc- 
ture of C, that 02(G,,-,)< (W,, W;) Qxsp,. 
Set H= [V,nQ,,, VI]. Then H is centralized by Z, since H < VP, and 
[H, Qn] d Z, since H < V,. We conclude with (2.8) that HZ,. is nor- 
malized by 02(G,.) and that HZ,, < Vi n V,9p, ; in particular 
[HZ,,, Q,,] = [HZ,, _, , Qol.] is normalized by 02(G,,). Since H d VB n V, 
it follows that [HZEsp,, O’(G,,- i)] = 1 and thus [HZ,, ~, , Ql,] is nor- 
malized by 02(G,,-,) and O’(G,.). Now (1.10) yields HZxcp, <!S,(Z(Q,,)) 
and HZ,,_, =Z,,, since H 4 Z,,-,; in particular [Z,,, Z,] = 1, a con- 
tradiction. 
(3.4) Assume that [Z,, Z,,] = 1. Then the following hold: 
(a) I-G = lZp12 = 4, 
(b) b>l, 
(c) V,/C,,(O*(G,)) is a natural or orthogonal C,-module for Gs/Qa. 
Proof. Set C= CV,J02(Gp)) and Ffi = V,/C and choose a - 1 E 
d(a)\(p). Since Z,=Z,+,xZ, and [Z,,G,nGP]=ZP, it follow that 
[V,, Q,] = Z,. Hence, b > 1 since G, is 2-constrained, and Vfi is a C,- 
module for G,/Q,. 
In addition, (2.5) and (1.14) yield that C n Z, = Z,. Thus, it suflices to 
show that VD is a natural or orthogonal ,J?,-module. Note that a - 1, 8, and 
a’ are conjugate vertices. Thus, it does not matter whether we prove the 
claim for V, ~ 1, V,, or V,. . 
Let V, be a counterexample. Since Z, 4 Q,, and Z, < Ql,, we get 
Z r~ i 4 Q,.. On the other hand 1 V,z/C,,z,(Z,_ ,)I d 1 V,,/V,, n Qal < 8, and 
(1.6) implies that 
(1) IZ~-l/Z~-l~Qa~l =2. 
Assume first that [V, n Qas, V,.] = 1. Then 1 Vg/Cvs(x)j 64 for every 
x E V,,, and again (1.6) yields 1 Vp/Vp n Q,,l = 4 and 1 V,./V,, n Q,l d 2 and 
[V,. n Q,, VP] = Z,. In particular, we have that Z,-, n Qas = 
CzN~,(V,,nQ,)=l, and (1) yields lZ,-ll =IZ,I =2. Hence, l[Va,,x]j < 
2lZ,l = 4 for x E VP and V, induces 2-transvections in V,,. This con- 
tradicts (1.6). 
Assume now that [ VB n Qtls, V,,] # 1, i.e., [ Vp n Q,,, V,.] = Z,.. If 
V,. d Q,, then C V,., V,] = Z, = Z,,, and V, centralizes VJZ,. which con- 
tradicts (1.14). Thus, we have V,, 4 Q,, and with the roles of a’ and /I 
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reversed we get as above that [ I/,, n Q,, V,] = 2,. Hence, Z,.Z, < 
I/,, n V, and C VP n Qolc, V,, A Qp] <Z,. n Z,. Let A E d(B) with 
[Z,, V,, n Q,] # 1. Then, as in (l), IZ,/Z, n QaSl < 2, and the action of GA 
on Zj. implies that 
(2) IZ,,/Z,, n Z,l < 2. 
In particular, 1 r;‘D/CV,,(x)\ d 21 VP/V, n QJ < 8 for x E V,,, and the same 
holds with M’ and b reversed. Now again (1.6) implies that 
(3) 1 V,,/VXj n Q,l = ) VP/VI, n QJ = 2, and i;;, is the direct sum of 2 
orthogonal C,-modules. 
The structure of these modules shows that IZ,( < 24 and 
(4) IZ,I G4. 
If h=3, then Z,Z,,=Z,+, and Z, n Z,, = 1. It follows from (2) that 
IZ,I = 2 and IZ,I = 4, and I V,l < 2’j, a contradiction. 
Thus, we have 6>3 and [Vr-i, V,]=l, i.e., [VfiP,,Z,.]=l. On the 
other hand, if V, ~, 4 Qa,- 2 then the above argument with (a - 1, ~1’ - 2) 
in place of (fl, or’) would imply that Z,-, d V/,, _ 2 d C,J V,.), a contradic- 
tion. Hence, it follows that V,- I < es,-2 and V,- , < C,.-,(Z,.) = 
Q,, _ , d G,,. 
We have shown that W, < G,.. If W, d V,QaS, then [ W,, V,,] 6 
v,< we, and W, is normal in (G,n G,, V,.). Hence, by (1.10) 
(G,nGGg, V,,)/Q,- D, or z,, and by the structure of VP it follows that 
[V,,, Z,] < Z,. Now (2) implies that Z, induces transvections in V,JZ,, 
which contradicts (1 S). 
If V,- , 4~ V,QEs, then IV,- ,/V+, n Qol,l =4, and the structure of 
V,./C,.(02(G,,)) (which is the same as 8,) yields that 
I V,./C,.( V, ~, )I > 24. On the other hand, [ V,. n Q, ~, , V, ~~, ] = 1 since 
z, I & Vd, and we get that IV,. n Q,/V,,n Qa-ll =4. But now (4) 
implies that I[V,~,/Z,~,,xll < 2lZ,J d 8 and I(V,P1/Z,-,)/ 
C v,-,,z,-,(x)1 G 8 f or any x E V,, n Qr, which again contradicts (1.6). 
(3.5) Assume that [Z,, Z,,] = 1. Then Vb/Cv,J02(GB)) is a natural C,- 
module for G,JQ,. 
Proof Let V, be a counter example and L = G*(G,). Then (3.4) implies 
that b > 1 and VP/C,(L) is an orthogonal ,X,-module. With the help of 
(1.3)(c) it is now easy to check that [V,, Gp]/Zg is an orthogonal C,- 
module and either V, = [ Vs, G,] or I V,l = 26. 
(1) For any arc (6,& /I) of length 2 either IV, n V&I = 23 and 
IV& =25 or V,n V,=Z,. 
Assume that V, n V6 # Z,. Note that by (2.8) VD n V, is normal in G,. 
It follows that Z, d [ Vs n V,, QA] < [V,, Gg] and ( V81 = 25. 
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We may assume that 1 VP/VP n V,l = 2. After conjugation we get that 
I V,,/V,, n V,, - J = 2. Hence, V, centralizes a subgroup of index 2 in V,. 
which is normal in G,, n G,,- i. This contradicts the module structure of 
v,./z,, . 
(2) b>3. 
Assume that b = 3. The module structure of VP yields [V,, Vms] 4 Z,, 2, 
and (1) implies 
IV,n V,,l =23 and 1 V,l = 1 V,fI = 25. 
Note that the G,.-module QJCo,,( V,.) is dual to the module V,,/Z,,. 
Hence, QJC,,,( V,.) is an orthogonal JY,-module for G,.; in particular 
V, n Qmr 4 C,J V,,) and 
Set V= ((V~nQ,.)Gu+2) and X= (G,+2,M,,,+2). Since GE+* is 
doubly transitive on d(cr + 2) we have V = ( V,. n Q,)( VB n Qac)( VP n Qas)” 
for some x E Qa, and I V/Z, + 2l d 24. It follows that V < ( VP n Q,,) CQe,( V,,). 
Note that [VP, C,,( V,,)] d V,, and thus 
We conclude that X normalizes V. In addition, the module structure of V,, 
implies that O*(M,, + 2) centralizes Z, + 2. Hence, X operates on V/Z, + 2 as 
a subgroup of GL,(2), and since 02(G,+ *) does not centralize Z,, 2r we 
have 
It follows that 02(G, + 2) normalizes [ V, 02(M,,, + 2)] Z, + 2 = V n V,, . 
Hence, V n V,, = V, n V,, and I V, n V,,I = 24, which contradicts (1). 
(3) Suppose that W, n G,,- i & G,,. Then 1 V,( = 25 and 1 V, n V,I = 
23 for herwith d(/?,6)=2. 
Set R = [ V,, V,,]. The module structure of V,,/Z,, yields R 4 Z,, _, . On 
the other hand, [R, W,] = 1 since b > 3 and R < V,, and RZ,. ~ 1 is nor- 
malized by ( W, n G,! _, , Q,,), which is transitive on d(cr’ - 1). It follows 
that RZ,. ~, < V,. ~ 2 n V,, and I V,. _ 2 n V,,l 2 23. After conjugation we get 
IVPnV,I>23forSErwithd(6,B)=2,and(1)implies(3). 
(4) Let (6, I, /?) be as in (1). Then the following hold: 
(a) IVplVgn VA 34, 
(W Qn Q6 4 LQ,, 
(c) lQ~nQdQ~.nQ~nQpl 24. 
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Assertion (a) follows from (l), and (c) from (2.8)(b), and the structure of 
Cg, since Q, n Ql is normal in QA. 
It remains to prove (b). Assume that Qb n QA: 6 LQp. Since all arcs 
(/IO, fll, /lz) of length 2 with fi2 E /3” are conjugate, we have 
and 
Vu.6 Qa+2 nQ.+,GLQ,. 
Set R = [V,, V,.]. Then the module structure of V,, (resp. VP) and the 
quadratic operation of V, (resp. V,,) show that 
and 
I V,/V, n Q,,l = I V,,lV,, n Q,l = 2. 
It follows that [ V,j n QZ,, V,.] = Z,, and [V,. n Qp, VD] = ZB; in particular 
IRI =8. 
Since b > 3 and R 6 V,j we have [ W,, R] = 1, and since W, d G,. ~ 2 we 
get that W, < M,, _ 2z’ 1. On the other hand, W, < QMz 3 n Q,. p4 and the 
structure of A, yields W,] d Q,, _ z. Thus, W~dQ,~-2nQ,~~,6 
02(W Q,,, and the module structure of V,. and [ Wp, VP] = 1 imply that 
Wa < I/, QEC and 
[W,, V,,l<Rb v,. 
Hence, W, is normalized by (VP) which is transitive on d(b), a con- 
tradiction to (1.10). 
In the next steps we investigate chief factors of G, in Wp. For this pur- 
pose let E and F be normal subgroups of G, in W, and Va d Ed F. 
(5) Let (6, A, b) be as in (1) and B a subgroup of Va. Suppose that 
Z(G,JE) n WB/E = 1, IF/El = 24, and BF is normal in G,. Then 
IB/Bn El 64 and 
(a) F/E is an orthogonal z,-module and B 6 F, or 
(b) F/E is a natural C,-module and /B n F/B n El < 2. 
Set G, = G@/E. By the hypotheses and (1.1) F is a natural or orthogonal 
C,-module and F< Z(Q,). Note that Z6 d V, < E and thus 
[B, a] = 1. Hence, (4) and the module structure of F imply that 
IB n FI < 4, and 1B n FI d 2, if F is a natural ,E,-module. - - 
Assume now that B 4 r”. Note that [L, B] <F and by [S, V, 25.11 -- 
QzO,(L) E Syl,(z&). Pick b E B\F. Since lO,(E)/O,(L) n & < 2, we get 
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that C(b), WQI = II(b) E h(Ql h as order at most 8. It follows that 
[B, G2(L)] = 1 and [B, 0*(L) QJ < Bn F. 
If F is orthogonal, then it is easy to see with the help of (4)(c) that B < F 
follows from Z(G,) n FVb = 1. - - 
If F is natural, then for T= 1 n &O,(L) we have [B, T] < Bn F and 
1 T/Cr(@ d 2. Since IB n FI < 2, it follows that IB/Cs( T)I < 2. Hence, by - - 
the structure of P we get IB,F/CBoF( T)I = 4 for & = Cc(T). Since 1 is 
generated by two conjugates of T, we again deduce from Z(G,) n Wp = 1 
that &, < F, and (b) holds. 
(6) Let (6, A, p) be as in (1) and Q = [Qa, L]. Suppose that 
[E, L] 6 V,. Then the following hold: 
(a) Q 4 Qet 
(b) V,nE= V,n VD. 
If Q d Q,, then (2.8) and [S, V, 25.11 imply Q,ES$,(Q,L) which con- 
tradicts (2.6). 
Set B = V, n E. Since [Q, L] = Q, we have that [B, Q] d VP and 
[B, Qn QJ < Bn V,. Pick bE B. By (1) it follows that ([bVp, Q]/Z,l 68, 
and [bVa, Q] cannot contain a non-central chief factor of L. Hence, 
[bVB, Q] <C,,,,(L) and with the 3-subgroup lemma [B, Q] <Z,. Pick 
t E Q\Q/.. Then t normalizes B and B = V, n VP. 
(7) No element in GB\Qs induces a transvection in W,/V,. 
Let G, be a counterexample. Then there is at most one non-central chief 
factor of G, in W,JVp (in a given chief series). If there is none, then W, is 
normalized by L, which contradicts (1.10). 
Thus, we can choose notation such that F/E is this non-central chief fac- 
tor and B= I/, for 6 E r and d(6, /?) = 2. Note that F/E is an orthogonal 
C,-module. In addition, we may assume that the hypothesis of (5) holds. 
Thus, (5) yields I B/B n El < 4. On the other hand, (B n E) VP is nor- 
malized by L, and (6) implies that B n E= Bn V,, (B n VP1 = 23, and 
IB/Bn V& =4. 
We now set A=a and H,= [ Vd, Q,] Z, and W= (H,/~E A(a)). The 
module structure of Va and (2.8) imply that 1 Vb/H61 = 2 and the module 
structure of F/E that WE/E is central in M,JE. It follows that 
[WE, O*(Mp,)] < [VP, O’(MBa)] <H, < W. Hence, W is normal in 
<G,, MB%) = A-. 
On the other hand, Vs n VP is normal in G, and I V, n V,I = 23. It 
follows that I W/V, n V,l < 23 and I W/Z,1 < 24, and X operates on W/Z, as 
a subgroup of GL,(2). In addition, 02(M,,) centralizes Z, but O*(G,) does 
not. Hence, the structure of GL,(2) implies 
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In particular, 02( G,) normalizes Z,[ W, O’(M,,)] = HP, and H, d V6 n V, 
which contradicts (1) since 1 H,I = 24. 
(8) Suppose that (6, S’) is a critical pair. Then the following hold: 
(a) There exist subgroups A and B in I’,, such that V,, = Al?, 
CVa, Al dzc~ and [W,nG,,,B]<Z,,[V,,B] and [B,Z,P,]#l for 
6-- 1 Ed with Zs-l & Q6,. 
(b) If 1 W,j W, n GJ < 2, then Z6, d W, and 1 W,/W, A G6’1 = 2. 
To avoid additional notation we set (6, S’) = (p, a’) and V,. = V,,/Z,9. To 
prove (a) we may assume that [I’,., W, n G,,] 4 Z,,[ I’/s, I’,,]. It follows 
that V, induces transvections in VU, and 1 W, n G,,/ W, n Qmcl = 4. Hence, 
there exists x E ( Wp n G,,)\ V, Qa, which also induces a transvection in Pa,. 
We get that va, = C,.( VP) CV5,(x) and W, n G,, = Vs(x)( W, n ems). Let A 
and B be the preimages of C,.( V,) and C,Jx), respectively. Then (a) 
holds, since Z, 4 Q,,. 
Assume now that 1 Wb/Ws n G,,l < 2. If B 4 Q,, then (a) and (7) imply 
(b). Thus, B < Q,, and again by (a) we get [B, Z,] = [B, V,] = Z, and 
[ W, n G,,, B] d Z,.Z,. Now either (b) follows or B induces transvections 
in W,/Z,. In the latter case 
for a - 1 E d(a)\{/?} an d x E C\Q,, which contradicts (1). 
(9) I Wp/WI,nG,,-,I <2. 
Assume that I W,/W,nG,.p,I =4 and set H= ( Wp, Q,.nQafp,) and 
R= [VP, I’,,]. Then (4) implies that HQrxs-2=G,s_2, and IG,zp2/HI <8 
since W, n G,. 4 Q,,. It follows that G2(G,,- 2) 6 H. 
Note that [R, Wp] = 1 since b > 3, and RV,,- 2 is normalized by 
G2(G,, _ 2). Now (6) yields R 6 V,, _ 2 n V,, . If R # Z,. ~ 2, then (1) implies 
IV,,n V,sp21 =23, and we deduce from the module structure of 
V,c-2/Z,c-2 that CG,-ZnG,,-,(W is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C’,.JR) and 
1 W,J W, n G,. _ 1 ) d 2, a contradiction. 
If R=Z,,p2, then [V,, If,,] Z,, = Z,, _, , which contradicts the module 
structure of If/,,. 
In the following let /i be the set of all critical pairs (6, S’) with Z, 4 V,., 
and let 
Note that V,. 4 Q, if (p, a’) EA since [Q,, V,] = Z, and that d, # 0 if 
f’,s S Q,. 
(10) /i #12/, and (6,6’)~/i if and only if (S’, 6)E/i. 
Assume that n = 0. Since (fi, LX’) is a critical pair, we have Z, < V,,. 
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Assume first that W, 4 Qa,-*. Then there exists a-lid\ with 
V r-1 g QL 2; i.e., (LX- 1, ~1’ - 2) is a critical pair and Z, _ 1 6 V,, ~ 2. It 
follows that [Z,- 1, V,.] = 1 since b > 3 and therefore [Z,, V,,] = 1 since 
Z, = Z, _, Z,. But this contradicts (1.14)(e). 
Assume next that W, < QEz ~ 2 and V,, < Q,. Then [V,,, Va] = Z,, and 
Z, induces transvections in V,,. Now (8) implies that there exists 
x E V,,\Q, such that [ W, A G,,, x] 6 Z,.Z,. 
If Z,, d [W, n G,., x], then Z,, d W, and [W,, Z,,] = 1 since b3 5. It 
follows that W, < G,,, and x induces a transvection in WJZ,. If Z,. 4 
[ W, n G,., x], then again x induces at most a transvection in W,/Z, since 
1 W,/ W, n G,.I d 2. Thus, in any case for c1- 1 E d(a)\{ B} 
IV1pl/Vxpln Kp,l 62 
which contradicts (1). 
Assume now that W, < Q,,-, and V/,, & Qp. Then (cr’, B) is a critical 
pair and Z,, < V,. In addition (9) yields 1 W,l W, n G,, 1 1 < 2. Since 
W, n G,, ~, B CGU,- (Z,,) = G,! n G,. 1 we conclude that 
1 Wp/Wl,nGG,,I =2 and W, d G,t. 
We apply (8) with the notation used there. Then B induces transvections 
in W,lVp. Hence, (7) implies B < Q,. Note that [B, Z,] # 1. Thus, B 
induces at most transvections in W,/Z,, which contradicts (1) as above. 
We have shown that n # @. To avoid additional notation we assume 
that (8, a’) E A. It remains to show that (a’, /I) E /1. 
We have V,. 4 Q, since otherwise [V,., VP] = Z, 6 V,,. Hence, (a’, /I) is 
a critical pair, and we may assume that Z,. < VP. As above we get that 
1 W,/ WD n G,.I d 2 and B d Q,. It follows that [Z,, B] = Z, < V,,, a con- 
tradiction. 
In the following we choose (/J a’) E /i. Note that this implies (a’, /I) E /i 
and d, # 121. In addition, if (8) is applied to (/I, LX’), then [VP, A] = 1 and 
therefore V,, = B( V,, n Q,). 
(11) V,, 4 LQ,. 
Assume that V,. Q LQ,. The module structure of VP yields 
IV,,/V,,n Qsl =2 and [ VaznQp, VD] QZgn V,,= 1. It follows that V, 
induces transvections in V,, and I Va/Vp n Qarl = 2. Since (cr’, /I) E A by (lo), 
the same argument implies [V, n Q,,, V,,] = 1 and V,. & LQ,, a con- 
tradiction. 
(12) Suppose that ll~d,, and there exists XE V,.\M,, with 
[WA, x] dZ,.V,. Then jV,n V,l =23 for any BEG with d(6, /I)=2 and 
1 Val = 25. 
By (1) and since all arcs of length 2 with endpoints in fl” are conjugate, 
it suffices to show IV,n V,l =23 for sod\{/?}. 
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Note that by (2.8) and (2.6) (QL, x) = G,. It follows that 
lIW,,xl s I/,, since otherwise W, would be normal in G, which con- 
tradicts (1.10). Set B = Vd. Since W, is generated by the conjugates of B 
(under Gp), we can choose E and F with the properties in (5) and B 4 E. 
Then (5) implies (B/B n E( = 2 or 4. Note that 2,. 4 E since BE is not nor- 
mal in G,. It follows that (Bn E) Vs is normal in G,, and (6) yields 
B n E = I/, A V,. Since 1 B/B n El < 4 the assertion follows from (1). 
(13) b>5. 
Assume that b=5. By (11) W,,, we get from (2 8) that , w 
fi>iP, and 6 E d(n)\i/?} 
q-$Qp, and since W, + 3 is normal in 
a+3 W+ 3n Q,l > 4. Hence, there exists 
such that 
G,= <W,, WE+,> Q,. 
Possibly after conjugation with an element in Ql+z, we have I’,, 4 M,,. 
Assume first that [ W,, I’,, 3] # 1. Then, again possibly after con- 
jugation with an element in Q8, we have, in addition, that [I/,, Vor+3] = 
A# 1. As in (9), for H= (QgnQ,, Wa+3), an application of (1) and (6) 
yields i?< VP. Since fi< Van Va+3, we have i?<C,(( W,, W,,,)), and 
again (1) implies R = Z,. But this contradicts the module structure 
of VJZ,. 
Assume now that [ W,, V, + 3] = 1. Then WA d G,., and by (8) there 
exists x E V%,\MB, such that [W,, x] d Z,, V,. It follows from (12) that 
( VP n V,I = 23 for p E r and d(p, fi) = 2 and I V,I = 25. Hence, we also get 
Iv%+3 n V,./ =23 and jVxrI =25. It follows that [C,x+,(V,+3), W,+,]< 
V a+3 and [C,,( Vb), W,] < V,; in particular 
cv,, wz+31 G Vu+3 and CVat3, W&l d VJ 
Hence, ( Wg, W, + 3) normalizes Vd V,, 3, and 1 V, V, + 3/Vp( = 24. Since 
IGB/N,,J V, V,, 3)1 d 4 we have L Q N,,( V6 Vr+3), and (6)(a) implies 
v;,I/,+,= W,. It follows from (5) that W,/V, is an orthogonal C,-module, 
which contradicts (7). 
(14) Suppose that (6, 6’) E /i. Then Z,, $ W,. 
Set (6, 6’) = (p, a’) and assume that Z,. < Wfi, and pick Acdo. By (13) 
[Z,,, W,] = 1 and Ws n G,,_, 6 G,,. 
Assume first that I Vafp, n V,t = 23. Then Vaz--2 n I/,, = [V,, V,,] Z,,-, , 
and Wp centralizes V,, ~ 2 n V,, , since Z,. ~ 1 = Z,, _ z Z,, . The module struc- 
ture of V,. ~ z yields W, < G,, which contradicts (8). 
Assume now that IV,tp,n V,.I #23. Then by (8) and (12) W, 4 G,., 
and this implies WI 4 Q,,- *. Therefore, (6, ~1’ - 2) is a critical pair for 
some 6 E d(n)\{/?}. Since V,. 4 M,,, we get [V,,, Z,] # 1 and thus 
[V,,, Z,] # 1. It follows from (13) that (6, cc’-2)~/1 and Z, 4 W,,_,; in 
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particular by (8) and (10) 1 W,.-,/W,._,nGdl >2. Now (9) implies that 
W az-2nGG1 4 QA and (3) that IV&n V,l=23. Hence, (Vazp2n V,s(=23 
which contradicts the assumption. 
(15)(a) Wpn Gmspl 4 G,,, 
(b) I Vs n V,I = 23 for 6 E r with d(6, p) = 2, 
(cl wp C,,( &)I Q vp. 
Assertion (a) follows from (8), (9), and (14) and (b) from (3). Note that 
Co,( V,) d Q, n QA for ,? E d(p). Now (4), the structure of V,/Z,, and (b) 
imply [ Va, C,,( V,)] d Vb n Va for 6 Ed, and (c) holds. 
We now derive the final contradiction. Pick 1 Ed,. If there exists 
sod\ with V6 & Qrsp2, then (&a’-2)~/i since Z6 4 Qa,, and 
(14) yields Z,,-, & W,. On the other hand, (15)(a) and (c) imply that 
Z X,~z=[WgnG,,_,,Z,,-,]dVp<W,,acontradiction. 
Thus, we have W,<Qolsp2 for every lid, and [W,, V,r-,]6Z,r-,. If 
W, d G,., then there exists x E V,,\MB, such that [ W,, x] 6 V, since by 
(14) Z,. 4 [ W,, x]. But now (GA n G,, x) = G, normalizes W, which 
contradicts (1.10). 
Hence, W, $ G,, for every 1 E d, and Z,, _ 2 = [ W,, Z,. ~, ] < V, n V, 
for 6 E d(L)\ { b}. Pick y E M,,\G, and set p = 2.‘. Clearly, p E d, and 
therefore 
Z rrm2< VBn V,n V,=Z, 
for BE d(p)\{/?}. It follows that Z,,- 2 d Czj.( V,,) = Z, and Z, = 
Z oLI p2 d V,,, which contradicts the choice of (B, cr’) E /i. 
(3.6) Assume that [Z,, Z,,] = 1. Then b = 3. 
Proof: It follows from (3.4) and (3.5) that b > 1 and VB/CvI,(G2(G,)) is 
a natural C,-module for GB/Qa. 
Since b is odd (see (1.14)), we may assume that b > 5. Note that 
W, < W, and VD d Z( Wp). 
(1) IV,PusnQ,l = IV,/VpQ,4. 
If V,. < Q,, then [V,., Vg] = Z,, and since IZ,I = 2 by (3.4), V, induces 
transvection in V,,, a contradiction. 
Thus, V,. 4 Q, and (a’, B) is a critical pair, too. By symmetry 
we assume that 1 V,,/V,. n Q,l = 4 and 1 Vp/V, n Q,,l = 2. Hence, 
[V,,, VB n Q,,] <Z,, and 1 V,,/C,,(x)j < 2 for x E VB n Q,,; in particular, 
C,.(x) 4 Q,. On the other hand, V,, operates quadratically on VB and 
Cvp( V,,) = C,(y) for pD = VB/Cv,(02(G,)) and any y E V,,\Q,. It follows 
that V,, induces transvections in Vs, a contradiction. 
We have seen that (cI’, ,!I) is also a critical pair. Hence, we are allowed to 
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reverse the roles of p and IX’ in the following arguments. We will refer to 
this as symmetry. 
(2) If Z,. < VP, then W, < G,,. 
Assume that Z,. d V,. Then W, d C,#,-,(Z,,) and the module structure 
of V,,L, yields W, < G,, ~, . But now W, centalizes Z,, _, = Z,, ~ 2 x Z,. and 
W,<Q,,-,<Qe,,. 
(3) Wa + f’,Q,,. 
Assume that W, 6 VPQ,,. Then [W,, V,,] < [V,, V,,][ Wpn Qrs, V,.]. 
If [ Wp, V,,] < I/,, then W, is normal in (Q,, V,.) = G, (see (2.8)) and 
G,, a contradiction to (1.10). 
Thus, we may assume that [ W, n Q,,, V,,] = Z,, 4 V,. It follows that 
[V, n Qa,, V,.] = 1 and together with (1) that 1 V,/Vpn Q,,l =4= 
1 VJV,. n Q,l; but V,, induces transvections in W,/Vg, a contradiction. 
(4) Vll < O’(G,,) Ql. and I/,. 6 02(GB) Qp. 
By symmetry it suffices to show (4) for V,. Assume that 
V, 4 O’(G,.) Ql,. Since V, operates quadratically on V,,, we get that 
(I/,/V, n Q,,l = 2 and Z,, = [VP n Qcrs, V1,] 6 V,. Hence, by (2) W, 6 G,,, 
and since [V,., W,, Wp] = 1 it follows that Wp d V,Qxs, which con- 
tradicts (3). 
We now use the following notation: L, = O’(G,), Q$ = [La, Qs], and 
R = [V,, V,,]. 
(5) Z,, 4 V, and IVs/V,nQasl =4. 
If I VP/VI, n Q*,l= 2, then Z,. 6 VP. Thus, we may assume that Z,, < VP. 
It follows from (2) that W,< G,, and from (3) that W, 4 V,Q,,. Hence 
IVdVpnQacl =2 and IWs/W,nQ,J =4. But then by (1) 
I V,,/V,, n Q,l = 2, and there exists x E (V,, n Q,)\Q=. Since ) WOJ W,. n 
V,Q,J < 2 and VsQ,, = Z,Q,,, we have I( WJZ,)/C,,o(x)l < 4. It follows 
that lVB/VBnVa-11<4fortl-lEd(t1)\{~}.Notethatby(2.8) VsnVI/,-, 
is normal in G,. Set H= (QF). Then H is transitive on d(cr) and by (2.6) 
Q, 4 Syf,(H). It follows that H n Q, 4 Q,. On the other hand, since 
Z(G,)=l by (l.ll), we have [y,HnQJ=Z, for any YE 
( VP n V, ~ , )\Z,. It follows V, n V, _ , n C,,(L,) = Z,. After conjugation to 
G a+2 we get that Vgn V,,, is normal in Glf2 and [V,,, V,n Vcr+3] = 1. 
Since V,. 4 Q,, 
VP” Vm+3t 
it follows that I VB/Vpn Vlf3) = 4 and Cvs( V,,) = 
and since V, n V, + 3 nCvp(L,)=ZB, we have IVgn Va+3l =8. 
After conjugation to G,, this yields that [ Ws, V,,] 6 C,,( VP) = V,.- 2 n V,, 
and V,,-, n V,, = RZ,. d V,. Hence, V,. centralizes W,/Z,, and W, is nor- 
mal in G,, a contradiction to (1.10). 
(6) RZ,. is normal in G,, n G,. ~ I. 
By (5) and (4) we have L,,Q., = ( V,, Vj) Q,,, for suitable g E G,,. Since 
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[Q,,, R] < Z,., it follows that RRgZ,, is normal in G,.. Now the module 
structure of V,,/Z,, implies (6). 
(7) Wg<G,s-l. 
Assume that W, 6 GE,-, . If Qze2 < QaVP i, then (2.8) implies that 
Q,, _ i E Syl,(L,, _ 2 Qa, ~ 1 ) which contradicts (2.6). Thus we have 
(*) lQ~~~,/Q~~~~znQl~-ll =2 and 
(**) (Qor,-2,G,,~1nG,,)=G,,-,. 
From (4) we get ( W,, Q,,-, ) = G,,-*, and since [R, W,] = 1 and 
[R, Qar-l]~RZ,8 by (6), we have that RVwPP, is normal in G,,-, and 
[R, L,.P,] < V,,-,. In particular, [RV,z-2, Qf-J and [R, QzcP2] ZwcP, 
are normal in G,,P2, too. 
Set H= [R, QfLJ Z,,-, and Y= RZ,!-, n Va9-*. Then [Y, Q&J < 
Z,,-* 6 Y, and by (6) and (**) Y is normal in G,,-, . It follows now from 
the module structure of V,,P, (resp. V,,) that 
Ontheotherhand, [R,Qz,-,nQ,,-,]<Yand lQ3~z/Qf_znQ,._,I=2 
by (*), and H cannot contain a non-central chief factor of G,,- 2. It follows 
that H 6 C,.m,(L,.P,). But now the 3-subgroup lemma yields H = Z,,- 2, 
and as above RZ,,-, is normal in GM,-, . In particular, R Q V,,- 2 and 
again the module structure of V,, _ 2 yields W, 6 G,. ~ , , a contradiction. 
We now derive a final contradiction. It follows from (3), (5) and (7) that 
I WplWgnGG,.I =2, WpnG,,< V,Qols, and I RI b 4. Since by (1) and (4) V,. 
does not induce transvections in W,lVP, we get that [ W, n Qcrs, If,,] = Z,.. 
In particular, [ W,, Z,,- 1] = [ W,, Z,.] # 1 and, since Z,, < W,, W, is 
non-abelian and b = 5. On the other hand, as above RZ,,- , is normal in 
G,,_,and[RZ,,~,,L,.~,]=Z,,~,.SinceIRI~4,thereexistsx~R’such 
that CLz,-,(x) is transitive on d(cr’- 1). 
Set T= C,,m,(RZ,.P, ). Then (5) implies that TQas contains L,,Qas n 
G,. ~ i. Hence, we also have L,, ~ 2 Q,! _ 2 n G,. _ i d TQ,, ~ 2. Since b = 5 and 
cl’-2=ct++, we get with a symmetric argument (and (1)) that 
L,+3Qu+,nG,+,6CQ12+2(RZOL+2)Qa+3. It follows that C,+,(R)is trans- 
itive on d(a + 3), and (1.10) applied to C,(x) yields a contradiction. 
4. THE CASE GJQ, N 2, 
(4.0) HYPOTHESIS. We assume Hypothesis A and in addition: 
(i) GE/Q, = Es9 
(ii) bcb,. 
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(4.1) z, < -Wp). 
ProoJ: Assume that Z, $ Z(G,). Since b <b, we get from (1.13) that 
bzO(2), b,>,3, and V,<G,,. In addition, V, is elementary abelian. In 
view of (2.7) it suffices to prove that V, = Z,Z, for some I E A(M) to derive 
a contradiction. 
There exists I E A(a) so that (G, n GA, Z,.) = G,. Thus for T= G, n GA, 
we have s1,(Z( T)) 4 Q,, and hence Z, n Zj. 4 Q,,. 
Assume first that Z, d Z,Qa,. Then [Z,, Z,,] d [Z,, Z,,] <Z,, and 
ZiZ, is normalized by (G,nGi.,Z,,)=G,. Hence V,=Z,Z,. 
Assume now that Z, 4 Z, Q,,. It follows that IZ,/Z,n Qasl =2 and 
]ZJZA n Q,,l = 4, and with ~1’ in place of tx and the same argument we get 
IZ,,/Z,. n Q,l = 2. Now (1.5) implies that [Z,,, G,.] is an orthogonal Cg- 
module. The structure of this module yields [Z,, Z,.] = [Z,, Z,, n QJ. 
Note that Z,. n Qz $ QA-, since otherwise an elementary 4-group would 
induce transvections in Z,,. Hence, T = QJZ,, n Q,) and [Z,, n QE, Z,] is 
centralized by (T, Z,.) = G,. It follows that [Z,, Z,.] <Z, and as above 
that Z,Z, = V,. 
(4.2) Z, is a natural or orthogonal J5:,-module. 
Proof Let G be a counterexample. Then (4.1) and (1.13) imply that 
[Z,, Z,,] = 1. In addition, by (1.5) and (1.6) no elements in G,\QE induce 
transvections in Z,, and for any elementary 4-group A in G,/Q, we have 
IZ,/C,(A)I > 24. Set R = Z, n Q,, and H= C,,(R). 
If H & Q,, then (2.8) implies that (QZ, H) is transitive on A@). Since 
there are no transvections in Ga\Qa, we have that Q, E Syl,(C,,(R)), and 
(2,5)(e) yields a contradiction. 
If H d QP then, again since there are no transvections in G,\Q,, we get 
H < Q,. In particular, we have shown that H # V,., and there exists 
AE A(cr’) with R 4 QA. It follows that 
461Z,/Z,nQ,168 and 2 < IZJZj. n Q,l = c d 8. 
Let U be an irreducible C,-submodule of Z,. Since Z(G,) = 1 we get 
from (1.1) that U is a natural of orthogonal module, and (1.4) implies that 
[Z,, G,] 4 U. This eliminates the case c = 2. 
If c = 4, then U is orthogonal and (U/C,(R)1 = 2. Since C,(R) is cen- 
tralized by (QA, Z,) which is transitive on A(cl’) (see (2.8)), it follows that 
C,(R)<Z(<Qp)). On the other hand, C,(R) is not normal in Q,, and 
thus Ub Z( (Qp)) and [U, Z,] = 1, a contradiction. 
Now c= 8 and A =Zi,n Qp/ZAn Qa is an elementary 4-group with 
IZ,/C,(A)I = a Q 8, a contradiction. 
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(4.3) Assume that Z, is an orthogonal .X,-module, then b = 1. 
Proof: Let G be a counterexample. We use the following notation for 
6EpG: 
Ya= (-) z1, Qc? = C,,( Y,), c = C,,( Vb 1, 
1s4(6) 
vs* = C va> QJ, R = [V,, I’,,]. 
(1) For 6E/?‘we have 
(4 I YA =4, 
(b) CJ’,, Q:l= Y,. 
It follows from (2.9) that IZ, n Z,j = 4 for A, p E d(6) and I #p. Thus, 
(2.8) implies that Yd = Z, n Z,, and the module structure of Zn yields (b). 
(2) For A,, AZ E d(p) and A, # A, no element in (GA, n G,)\Q, nor- 
malizes a subgroup of index 2 in Z1,. In particular, no element in GB\QB 
induces a transvection in V,/Yg. 
Let U be a subgroup of Zj., normalized by some XE G,,\Q,. Since 
(x, QA,) is transitive on d(B), we get UQ Y, and by (l)(a) IZA,/UI > 4. 
The case b = l(2). For the following steps we assume that b is odd. 
(3) v,, 4 Q,. 
Assume that v,, < Qp. We apply (2) with a’ in place of 8. Then 
1 v,,/v,. n Qll = 4, and since I’,, operates quadratically on Z,, the module 
structure of Z, implies 
Z, = (C,(x) I x E vas\Qa >. 
Hence, there exists XE V,,\Q, with Cz7(x) $ Q,, which again con- 
tradicts (2). 
(4) For L~d(a’)\ja’- l} we have 
(4 Zj. 4~ Qp, 
@I Cz,(-L n Q,,) Q Q,J, 
(cl ZinQp S Qlt 
(d) IRI 28. 
Note that d(a’) = (a’- 1, A, AX} for XE Z,\QolP. Thus (3) implies (a), and 
(b) and (c) are easy consequences of (2). 
From (a), (b), and (l)(b) we get that 1 # [Z,, Z, n Q,,] < Y,. n R. On 
the other hand, again by (2), V, cannot induce transvections in V,./Y,., 
and I RI > 8 follows. 
(5) Let d be an element of order 3 in G,. Then 1 [VB, d]l = 24 and 
V,=Z,Cv,, 4. 
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Note that I [Z,, Q,]/Y,l = 2 = IZ,/[Z,, Q,]l. Hence, I Vp*/Y,J < 23 and 
) V,/V,*l < 23, and (5) follows from (2). 
(6) Suppose that h = 3 and Y, n YE-, = 1 for some CI - 1 E d(a), then 
Vz-, C Qp 
Assume that V,- i is a counterexample. Then (3) implies that (p, c( - 1) 
is not a critical pair and V, d Q,- r. It follows that [I’,, V, _ ,] d 
Y +I” Y,=l. 
Let Sz be the set of subgroups V, with p E d(a) and [V,, V,] = 1, and let 
ra = ( VJV,EO). Since qE< C,< G,!, we get that [C,, V,,] < 
[Z,, Vms] Y,. 6 Vs. In particular, mM is normalized by ( Qol, V,, ) which is 
transitive on A(/?). Let d be an element of order 3 in ( Qa, V,,). Then C, = 
C,,(d) V, and Ci = C,,(d)‘. It follows [V,- 1, V,,] 6 C,,(d) for any VP E Sz. 
AssumethatR=[V,~,,V,]#l.IfV,~Q,~,,then~~Y,~,and86 
ll?YOl d ICzu(d)l which contradicts (2). If (p, c( - 1) is a critical pair, then by 
(3) (c(- 1, p) is a critical pair, too, and by (4) lR[ >8, and i?n Y+, # 1. 
Thus, we get the same contradiction as above. 
We have shown that 52 = { V,,/pc d(a) and [V,, V,+,] = 1 }. Hence, @@ 
is normal in (GXplnGG,, G,nG,), and (1.10) implies that (G,-,nG,, 
G, n G,)/Q, E z,. But this contradicts Y, -. , n Y, = 1. 
(7) Suppose that VB=Z1Zz+2, then b> 5. 
Pick TE Syl,(G,,) and set D = C,:,(T). It follows from (1) and (2) that 
I V,j = / V,,l = 26 and V,, = [Vv,., T] Y,,. 
Note that any involution in G,,\Q=, normalizes some conjugate of T. 
Hence, we may assume further below that T is normalized by a certain 
element in V,\Q1,. 
The module structure of Z, implies that for 6 E DC 
(i) IQdQBI = 2, 
(ii) ) VtI = 24, 
(iii) C,,( V; n Z,) = Qj. for /ZE d(6). 
Note that (2) yields CvO( V,,) = Zlf2 and C,J VP) = Z,.- , . Hence, 
R<Z,,,nZ,rp, and (4)(d) implies b#5. 
Assume now that b = 3. Since there exists 6 l d(a +2) such that 
Y, n Y,, = 1, we may assume by (6) 
(iv) Y, n Y,. = 1. 
Assume first that Vj’ d Q,, and I-‘,+.< Q,. It follows that V,n Q,,= 
for some a’ + 1 E d(a’) by (3) and (2). Now (iii) 
?$e?[ qd ;!I”+ ?iid therefore YD n Y,. # 1 by (1 )(b), a contradiction 
to (iv). 
We have shown that V$ Q Q,, or V,*. 4 Qp, and since the situation is 
symmetric in /I and a’ by (3), we may assume that Vp* 4 Qms. 
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Pick z E V$\Q,, such that without loss T* = T and t E C,,( T)\Qf . By the 
module structure of Z,, z t does not centralize @/Qz n Q, + z. It follows 
that lQ$/C,J 2 24. On the other hand, V$ n Qol, = Vp* n Z,, 2 and 
[z, Q$ n Qol + *] 6 V$ n Z, + 2 < V,, < C,, . Thus, we have 
(v) lQ$/Ca,l = 24, and 
(vi) C,, = DV, and lQ$/Dl = 2*. 
Since C,. < G, and C,, n Qp < Q$, we get with (v) that 
(vii) 4 d iC,./C,, n C,j d 8. 
Pick c E C, n C,, and assume that c $ Z, + 2. Since Z, + 2 < C, n C,,, we 
may assume, in addition, that c = ab, a E D, and b E Z, for 1 E d(a’)\ 
{cr+2}.Itfollowsthat(ab)‘=(ab)andbb”=a~’a’~DnV,.=Y,.~Z,+,. 
This implies that b E Y,. and c E D. Hence, (vii) yields 
(viii) ID/D n C,J < 2. 
BY (v) I[QZ, Tl/CQ3, Tl n Qr+,l =4 and by (vi) cHC,~)=W), and the 
3-subgroup lemma yields [Qz,, T, #(C,,)] = 1. Hence, #(CU.) n #(CD) is 
centralized by a subgroup of G,+z which is transitive on d(cr + 2) since 
Y, n Y,. = 1, and ( 1.10) implies 4( C,,) n (6( C,) = 1. In particular, 
(ix) C, n C,. is elementary abelian. 
We now set H = (C, n D) n (C, n D)‘, where t is as above. Then 
ID/HI <4 by (viii) and either H< Z(D) or ID/HI = 2. 
Note that Qz, = C,,( ( VP n Q,,) <‘>T). Thus, if Hg Z(D), we have Hd 
Z(Q$) and then C,(t) = Z,.. It follows that 1 HI d 4 and IDI < 24. 
In the other case ID/HI Q 2 and H is centralized by [Qd, T] TVP which 
contains 02(G,.). Note that (0,(02(G,,)), 0,(02(G,))) is transitive on 
d(a + 2) since Y,, n Y, = 1, and (1.10) implies C,(02(G,)) = 1. It follows 
that 1 HI d 8 and I DI d 24. We have shown 
(x) JDI ~2~ and IQ:,1 6212, and 
(xi) lQa+2l G2”. 
In particular, by (1 .l ) there is only one non-central chief factor of G, + 2 
in Qaf2/Za+ 2 (in a given chief series). 
We now argue as in (3.5)(5) and (6). Let E and F be normal subgroups 
of Go,+2 in Qa+2 with 
Z .+,<E<F, Z(G,+,/E)=l and IF/El = 24. 
Set G,,, = G,, JE. Note that Z, F is normal in G,, 2 and thus 
W m+2<FZ,. The same argument as in (3.5)(5) and (6) shows that iZ,/ =4 
and either Z, < F and F is an orthogonal C,-module, or IZ, n FI = 2 and F 
is a natural C,-module. 
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Assume first that F is elementary abelian. Since 12,/Z, n FI < 2, it 
follows by (2) that F<Qe, and therefore Z,F< Qp, which contradicts 
V,. 4 QD. Thus, we have 
(xii) F is non-abelian. 
Assume now that F is a natural L’,-module. We have [E, O*(G,+,)] = 
Z X+2 and thus G~(E)~Z,+~ = 1, i.e., d(E) = 1. Since all elements in F# are 
conjugate under G, + 2 and F is non-abelian, we get E & Z(F). Hence, there 
exists e E E\Z, such that [e, F] = Zaf2, and the L’,-modules F and Z, are 
isomorphic, a contradiction. It follows 
(xiii) Z, < F, and F is orthogonal. 
In particular, V$ is normal in MX+2B, and (VBM,+zfl) is of index 2 in E 
From [O’(M x+*fi)r VP*1 G-L+, n V$ we get that V,* is normal in M, + 2g ;
i.e., X= (IV,+~~, G,) operates on V,*/Z,. Since 1 Vp*/ZgI = 2” and G, nor- 
malizes Y, but M, + 2D does not, it follows that 
(xiv) X/C,( V$/Za) = L,(2). 
Set Q = C,,J V$/Z,). Then Q is normal in X. Clearly, V, < C,,( VJ) 6 Q 
and therefore ( V, M*+2fi) <Q. On the other hand, 02(M,+2P) centralizes 
Qz+,W, M*+*/‘). Now (xiv) implies Q2+* = Q which contradicts (1.10). 
(8) v,+zYz,+2~ in particular Z, 4 [V,, Qg] Y,. 
Note that 02(GB) Ql d C,,!( YP) and by (1) [I/,, C,] = Y,. Thus if Z, < 
[V,, QI] Y,, then (5) yields V,=Z,Z,+,. 
Assume that V, = Z,Z, + >. Then IV,l=2” and Vzf=Za.p,ZA, ;1~ 
d(cc’)\{a’- l}, and (7) implies that h> 5. 
Since V,. n Q, 4 QX by (4)(c), there exists 6 E d(a) such that (G, n G,, 
V,,nQ,> =G,. 
Assume first that W, < G,,. If [W,, Vss] = [Z,, V,,], then W, is normal 
in (Ql, V,,) and G,, and (1.10) implies V,,<Q,, a contradiction to (3). 
Hence, I( W, n Ql,) Q,/(ZU n Q,,) f&l = 2 for n~d(a’)\{cr’- l}, and there 
exists x E ( W, n Ql,)\(Za n Q,,) Ql which induces a transvection in Z1. It 
follows that [W,, C,,(x)] = [Z,, C,,(x)] and as above C,,(X) < QP. But 
now by (2) (applied to a’) C,,(x) 4 Q, and [W,, CzL(x)] 6 Z,, and V, is 
normal in G,, a contradiction to (1.10). 
Assume now that W, & G,,. Since [W,, R] = 1 and IRI 28 and 
RdZ,,-,, we get that W, d G,,-, and CzX.-,( W,) = R, in particular 
Y II ~ 2 < R and Z,, ~, = RY,.. With the symmetric argument we show that 
Y %+,<R. Ifb=7, this implies that Y,+,Y,+,<R and thus Yor+3Ya+s< 
Z 1+2nZx+4. Now (l)(a) yields Y, + 3 = Y, + 5, and we derive from the 
operation of GE+,, on Za+4 that t( + 3 = c1+ 5, a contradiction. Hence, we 
have b>,9. 
Since b & 7 we have that [W,, R] = 1, in particular [I W,, Y,. 2] = 1. 
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Thus, we get with the help of (2) that W, < G,,- 1 and CzE,-,( W,) = R. 
Since (RI > 8, it follows that W, < W, Q,, -. , . 
If [ W,, V,, n Qs] < W,, then by the choice of 6 W, is normal in G, and 
G,? a contradiction to (1.10). Hence, we have [W,, V,,n Q,] 4 
[W,, I’,. n Qa]. It follows that [W, n G,., V,!] 4 [Z,, I’,,] and thus 
[W, n Qtl,, V,,] = Y,.. We have shown that Y,, d (WFP). On the other 
hand, b > 9 implies [ W,, ( Wfo) ] = 1. In particular [ W, , Y,,] = 1, and W, 
centralizes R Y,, = Z,, ~, which contradicts W, 4 G,,. 
(9) Let H be a subgroup of I’,. and assume that HZ,,- i is normal in 
G,,-i. Then H<Z,,-,. 
We have that [HZ,. ~, , QU, _ i ] = [H, Ql, _, ] is normal in G,, ~, . On the 
other hand, by (8) (applied to a’) Z,,- 1 4 [H, Qll,- i] and thus Z,,-, n 
[H, Qol,-,] = 1. It follows that [H, Q,,..,] = 1. Since Z,,-, is orthogonal 
and Z(G,,-,)= 1, we get that H<Z,,-,. 
(10) b>3. 
Assume that b = 3. As was shown in (7) we may assume, in addition, 
that Y, n Y,. = 1. Pick x E VE,\Qp and set H= [ VB, x]. Since [x, Qp] < Qp* 
and [H, Q$] Q Y, by (l), we get that HYB is normal in G, n G,, 2. In 
addition, H < I’,. and [H, Q3] < Y,. , and it follows that HZ, + 2 is normal 
in (G,nG,+,,Q~,)=N. Now Ypn Y,,=l yields N=G,+*, and (9) 
implies that H < 2, + 2. It follows together with (4) that V, = Z,Z,+ 2 
which contradicts (8). 
(11) W, n GM,- i < G,,, in particular 1 W,/ W, n G,,I 6 2. 
Assume that W, n G,, ~ i & G,, and set W = ( W, n G,. _ 1, G,. _ , n G,, ). 
Then W normalizes RZxzp, by (5) and (10). 
If W= G,, ~ i, then (9) implies that R d Z,. _ i , and it follows from (5) 
that V,, = Z,, _ I Z,, II~d(a’)\{a’- 1). This contradicts (8) (with CL’ in 
place of /I). 
Assume now that W# G,. _ i. Then W/Q,, ~ i N C, and C,,-,( W) = Z,.. 
On the other hand, by (4) R, = [VP n Q,,, V,,] # 1 and the module struc- 
ture of Zj., 1 E d(cr’), yields Y,, = Z,,R,. It follows that W centralizes Y,, in 
Z,, _ i, a contradiction. 
(12) For n~d(cr’)\{cc’-1) ZnnQ, induces transvections in WE/Z,. 
By (4)(c) Zi. n Qp 4 Qa. Hence, Z, n Qp cannot centralize WE/Z,, since 
otherwise VP would be normal in G,. 
Set H = [ W, n Q,,, Z1 n Qa]. Then H < W, n Y,,, and W, centralizes H 
by (10). If HgZ,, then [WanG,,,Z,nQa]<Za and (11) yields the 
assertion. 
Thus, we may assume that H & Z,. Since by (4) [Z, n Qmc, Z,] # 1, we 
get that H = Y,, and IH/H n Z,I = 2. Since Y,, # Yasp2, it follows from (2) 
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and (11) that W,<G,,. But now W,<Z,( Wan Qa,), and the assertion 
follows. 
We now derive a final contradiction in the case b = l(2). Let C be the 
largest subgroup of W, with [C, O*(G,)] < Z,, and set mX = WJC and 
L,= U2(G,). Note that pa cannot be centralized by L,, since Yfi is not 
normal in G,. Hence, (12) implies that ma is an orthogonal C,-module, 
and (9) (with c1 in place of LX’ - 1) yields C n V, = Z,. Now the module 
structure of IVE and [ rPa, Q$] = 1 imply that I VP1 <4 and I V,I d 26. It 
follows from (5) that V, = ZaZol+2 which contradicts (8). 
The case b = O(2). From now on we assume that b is even. 
(13) ba4. 
Assume that b = 2. It follows from (2.8) and (1) that Z, n Qls = 
Z,. n Qa = Y, and IZ,/Z, n QJ = 4. In addition, lQr,/Qa, n Qpl = 2 and 
[Qls n Qp, .&I d Z, n QMs 6 Z,,. Hence, we get that [QU,, 02(G,,)] = Z,,, 
and since Z(G,.) = 1, we have that Qn, is elementary abelian. Since Z, is 
orthogonal, it follows easily that Q,, = Z,. and b = 1, a contradiction. 
In the following let E and F be normal subgroups of G, with IF/El = 24, 
Z,<E<F< W,= V,F 
and Z(G,/E)n W,IE= 1. Set H= W,nG,. and R, = [Z,, Z,,]. 
(14)(a) IW,lW,nG,c-,/d2, 
(b) W,nM,.p,,,-,dG,,p,. 
Note that R, d Y,, _, <Z,,- z and W, 6 C,._,(R,) by (13). In addition, 
the module structure of Z,. implies R, # Z,. ~, . Hence, 
R,Z,, m,= Y,,p, and [WxnM,~~,,~~,, YX,.,]=l, 
and (b) holds. 
The structure of C, shows that C,z,JR,)/Q,z-2 N C2 x C, or D,, and 
C ~,,-zn~,,..,(R,l is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,z,m,(R,). Thus, (a) holds. 
(15) There exists x E Z,)\Qa with [H, x] d Z,. 
Assume that [H, x] #R,. By (13) [RI, H] = 1, and the module struc- 
ture of Z,. yields I R, I = 2 and 1 H/H n Q,,l = 4. Moreover, there exists y E 
E-T\Z, Q,, which induces a transvection in Z,., and we have Z,, = 
(Z,. n Ql) C&y). Now (15) holds for x E C,Jy)\Q,. 
(16) Suppose that b 3 6. Then there exists x E G,\Q, which induces a 
transvection in WJZ,. 
By (14) and (15) we may assume that W, 4 M,,P23.P i and W, n 
G,,- i $ G,.; in particular ( W,, G,,_, n G,, _ 1 ) = Gwcp2. 
Set R, = [ W, n G,, _ 1, V,. _ ,I. Then [R,, W,] = 1 since b > 6, and as in 
(5) lRol 3 8 and R,Z,s-, is normal in GEcd2 n G,,_ , It follows that 
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RJ,, _ z is normal in G,. - 2, and as in (9) we get R. Q Z,. ~ *. In particular, 
we have Vol.-i=ZZasp2Zsr,, (Roj=8, and IWJWanQm,-,I=2, and 
together with (1) [ Wrsp2, Qas-2] QZmsp,. 
With the same argument we get [ W,, Qcl] <Z, and 
IW,~-,lW,,-,nQ,l=IV,,~,/V,,-,nQe,l=2. 
It follows that 1 R,,/Ro n Z,I < 2 and IZ, n Z,, _ 2) 2 4. 
Pick a-2~T with d(cc-2,1x)=2 and Z,_, $ Ql,-2. Then 
(a - 2, a’- 2) is a critical pair, and as above we may assume that 
W xpZnG,s-3 4 GE,-,. 
If b>8, then [R,, WXp,nG,,-,]= 1, which contradicts (2). If h=6, 
then [W?--ZnG,+,,Z,nZ,+,]=l, and again (2) yields ZanZa+4= 
Y a+3GZZa+*. Now (1) implies Ya+3 = Y, and a + 3 = B, a contradiction. 
(17) There exists x E G,\Q, which induces a transvection in W,/Z,. 
Assume that G, is a counterexample. Then (13) and (16) imply b = 4 and 
(14) and (15) W, $ Ga+3 and W,nG,+, 4 Gor+4. 
Pick iSed with Y,n Y,=l and XEZ,+~\Q~ as in (15). Since 
Y; n Yp = 1 for a E G, n G,, we may choose 6, in addition, so that x 4 M,;,. 
Thus, by (2.6) and (2.8) we have 
(*I <Q&9 x> = G,. 
Note that by (1) [V,,Z,+,]dY,nYg=l. Thus, we have V,dG,+3 
and 1 V,/V, n HI < 2; in particular I[ Vb, x] Z,/Z,I < 2 by (15). The choice 
ofFand Eand (*) yield [Vs,x] 4 Eand [V,nE,x]<Z,. Again by (*) 
it follows that V6 n E is normal in G,. Now the same argument as in 
(3.5)(5) and (6) shows that Vh: n E = Z, and I V,l = 26, and (1) implies 
[ W,, Q,] d Z,. Moreover, one of the following holds: 
(I) W, = F, and F/E is an orthogonal C,-module. 
(II) 1 W,/FI = 1 V, n F/Z,1 = 2, and F/E is a natural ,X,-module. 
Assume first that we are in case (I). The module structure of F/E yields 
that ) V,*/V,* n Z,I = 2 and Vf E is normal in M,, . In addition, by (14) and 
(15) there is at most one non-central chief factor of G, in E/Z, (in a given 
chief series); and if there is one, then it is an orthogonal C,-module. Thus, 
we have for DE Syl,(M,,) that [CE,,m(O,(M,,)), D] = 1, and the 3-sub- 
group lemma yields [ V$, D, O,(M,,)] 6 Z,. It follows that [V!. D, D] = 
[V,*, D] < V$ n Z,, and Vf is normal in M,,. 
Set W,* = ( VfGu). Since I Vf/V: n Z,I = 2, we have 1 W,*/Z,I < 25, and 
C W: 3 G&G is an orthogonal ,E,-module. On the other hand, 
cv,, xl G w,*, and (*) implies that W, = V, W,*. It is now easy to check 
that (17) holds. 
Assume now that we are in case (II). Note that W,,, is normal in Q,. 
Hence, (2.8) and the module structure of Z, imply 1 Wm+2/W,+2 n Q,l = 4. 
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On the other hand, [w,+,,Z,]<Y,and [W,+,nGd,Za]< Y,, and we 
conclude that ~W,+,/W,+,nG,I=4. But V,<Qa+2 and [V,, IV,+,]< 
Z tl + 2 ; hence, the commutator of V, n F and W, + 2 has order 2 modulo E. 
Thus, (V, n F) E is normalized by a subgroup of index 2 in W,, z which 
has to be in Gs, since F/E is a natural C,-module. This contradicts 
IWa+2/Wa+2nG61 =4. 
(18) The following hold: 
(a) lV$l =24, IV,\ =26, and [W,, Q,] <Z,. 
(b) [W,, G,]/Z, is an orthogonal C,-module. 
(c) V$ is normal in M,,. 
We apply (17) and the argument in (3.5)(5) and (6) and get 1 VP\ = 26, 
IVp*l =24, and (b). In particular, (1) implies V,=Z,Z,+, and 
[ W,, Q,,] < Z,. The module structure of [ W,, GJZ, yields (c). 
We use the following notation: W= [ W,, G,], M= C,=(W), V= V$/ZB, 
Q=C G,nG,r(V), C=C,(Vp*), and X= CM+ GB). 
(19)(a) C= CD, 
(b) Mb C and [M, W,] = 1. 
Assertion (a) follows from the module structure of Z,. 
Since Vp* = [I/,, Q,] d W, we have M< C and [M, W,] = 1 by (a). 
W)(a) WC,( V z b(2). 
(b) C and Q are normal in X. 
(c) Q/C is a natural L,(2)-module for X/C,(Q/C). 
(d) QQ, = 02(MaB) and CQ n Q,, Morpl GC. 
(e) I WCdC)I = 2. 
By (18)(c) X normalizes Vp* and V. The action of G, and M,, on Vp* 
implies (a). 
Note that Q # C, since otherwise l,S/Q\ = 23 would imply Q = Q,, which 
contradicts (1.10). Thus, (c) holds. 
Assertion (b) is obvious, and (d) is a consequence of(c). 
By (19) C centralizes [VP, Map] Z, and M< C, and the structure of 
W/Z, yields 1 W/[ V,, M,@] Z,I = 2. Assume that C = M. Then by (a) and 
(c) lQ,/Cl = 23 and [Q,, O*(G,)] < C. This contradicts (d) and the struc- 
ture of X/C,(V). 
We now derive a final contradiction. By (19)(b) and (20)(e) we have 
C 4 M. Hence, there exists y E C\M such that [y, G, n Gg] < hf. It 
follows that [y, W] is normal in G, n G,, and the structure of Z, implies 
[y, WI =Z,. Set Y= (y~C[y, W]<Zz,) and L= [( pg), G,]. Then 
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I Y/MI = 2, and since M,, normalizes Y, L/L n M is an orthogonal .X5- 
module. 
Note that L 4 C. On the other hand, [L, Q] d L n Q and we derive 
from (20)(d) and the module structure of L/L n M that IL/L n Cl = 2. But 
now C,+,(LnC)C,(LnC)g= W for gEG\Mp, and LnCnCg<M 
which contradicts 1 L/L n MI = 24. This final contradiction completes the 
proof of (4.3). 
(4.4) Assume that Z, is a natural C5-module for G,/Q,, then b = 1. 
Proof: Let G be a counterexample. Then b > 1, and VP is elementary 
abelian, if b > 2. 
Note that we get from (2.9): 
(*) No element in G,\G, normalizes a subgroup of index 2 in Z,. 
The case b = O(2). Set R = [Z,, Z,,]. The module structure of Z, implies 
that IRl = IZJZ,. n Q.1 = 4 and Z,. Q O*(G,) Q. Now (2.9) yields R = 
ZornZ,+2 =Z,,nZ,sp,. 
Assume first that b = 2. Then lQ,/Q, n Qpl = 2 and Q, n Q, 6 Z,Q,,, 
and it follows that lQil/C,(Z,,) Z,I = 2. Since Z,. does not induce trans- 
vections in Qa/Z,, we get that [Qol, O’(G,)] <Z, and by (2.8) that Qs~ 
SyZ,( (Qp)) which contradicts (2.6). 
Assume now that b > 2. Since b 3 4 we have W, 6 Qa and [ W,, R] = 1. 
Hence, W, centralizes (Z,, -4 n Z,,- 2) R which is of index 2 in 
Z or,p2. The module structure of Z,,-, yields W, Q Qasp2 < Qmf- 1. 
Now I WJW, n Qa,- II 6 2 and W, n Q,,- 1 d Z,Qols; in particular 
[ W, n Qol, _ , , Z,,] = R 6 Z,. Since Z,, < @(G,) Q. and no element in 
02(G,) induces a transvection in We/Z,, we get that [W,, 02(G,)] <Z,. 
But then V, is normalized by G2(G,) which contradicts (1.10). 
The case b= l(2). Pick n~d(a’)\(cc’- l} with [Zn,Z,]#l, and set 
R, = [Z,, Z1 n Qp] and R, = [Z,, Z, n Q,,]. The module structure of Z, 
(resp. Z,) and (*) imply that R, =ZanZZ,+2, R2=Z,.p, nZ,, and 
R, n R2 = [Z, n Q,,, Zn n Qp J # 1. 
Assume that b= 3. Then c1’- 1 =c1+ 2 and RI R2 d Z=+*, and we 
have that U2(G,+,)< (CQ,(R, n R2), C&R, n R,)). It follows that 
Z(G, + 2) # 1 which contradicts (1.11). 
Assume now that b > 3. Then b > 5 and W, centralizes R,. Hence, W, 
centralizes (Z,, _ 3 n Z,. ~ 1) R, which is of index 2 in Z,, _ 1. We derive from 
(*) that W,<G,.-, and from the module structure of Z,.-, that 
cv, < Q,, _ I,( G,,. It follows that [W,, Z,] ,< [Z,, Z,] d VP, and W, is 
normal in (G,nGg,Z1). Thus, by (1.10) Z,<Q,<G,, and since 
RI n R2 # 1, there exists x E Z,\Qcl, which normalizes a subgroup of index 2 
in Z1, a contradiction to (*). 
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5. THE STRUCTUREOF G, AND G, 
(5.0) HYPOTHESIS. We assume Hypothesis A and use the notation defined 
in Section 1. In addition, let G be the free amalgamated product of MI and 
M, with respect to M, n M2. 
Let {CC, p} = (6, A> and Ga/Q6 -2,. We define X= (G,, Man) and D to 
be the largest normal subgroup of X contained in G, n G,. 
We first list the results of earlier chapters which we will use without 
reference. 
(5.1) IZ,I = 2 and b < 3, and one of the following hold: 
(a) b=l, G,/Q,=CS, and Z, is a natural or orthogonal C,-module. 
(b) b =2, IZ,I =4, and G,/Q, 2: 2,. 
(c) b=3, G,/Q, EC,, and VB/Cv,,(02(Gp)) is a natural C,-module 
for GB/Qo. 
The proof follows from the results in Sections 3 and 4. 
(5.2) Suppose that b= 1. Then G, and G, are of type Aut(U,(2)), M,,, 
or Aut( M,,). 
Proof. We have Z, 4 QP, and from lQa/Qln Q,l =2 we get 
Z, 4 #(Q,). Now the definition of Z, implies &QJ n Z(G, n G,) = 1 and 
thus 
(1) #(QJ = 1. 
We define Ha=Q,nZ, for heA and R=Z,nZ,,, and pDa= 
H,ff,,z for fixed c1+ 2 E A@)\(U). Obviously, R and VP are normal in G,. 
Assume that I HE/RI = 2, then 1 RI = 4 and the module structure of Z, + 2 
yields R = [H,, Za+J. It follows that G, is not 2-constrained. Thus, we 
have 
(2) R= Z, and IH,/RI =4. 
Immediate consequences of (2) are 
(3) Qa=(QanQ,+JZ,, and 
(4) CZ,, H,+z, Hor+J Z 1. 
We assume now that Z, is an orthogonal ES-module. Then (2) and (4) 
imply 
(5) H,Q. E SYMO*(G,) Q,). 
In addition, the operation of G, n G, on Z,, (3), and Z(G,) = 1 imply 
(6) Q,=Zr. 
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It follows that vp is normal in iWaa and therefore in X. Set X= X/Z,. 
Then z/C,(a) N 2, x J.Y3, and the Theorem of Maschke and (1.16) yield 
the existence of a normal subgroup F of X such that Fn G6 = 1 for 6 E r 
and X/F is an extension of .J5’, x C, by PD. It is now easy to check that G, 
and G, (and X/F) are of type Aut(UJ2)). 
Assume now that Z, is a natural ,X,-module. Then (2) and (4) yield 
(7) Ha+2 S 02(GJ Q,. 
Set T= O’(M,,) n G,. Then H,+2 normalizes T and [H,+2, T] & Q,, 
and there are involutions in 7jQa. On the other hand, [Qu, G,] = Z, and 
T/Z,2:C2xC2 or Q8, and we get 1 TI = 26 and T n Qa = Z,. Since an 
element of order 3 in M,, operates fixed-point-freely on T, there are exactly 
two maximal elementary abelian subgroups E and Z, in T. In particular, E 
is normal in M,,. 
Since E contains every involution of T not in Z,, we have H,, 2 n T < E 
and hence by (2) E < Q,. It follows that E is normal in G, n Gcr+2 and 
therefore in X. It is now easy to check that D = E and CGan Gg(D) = D and 
(8) X/C,(D) N A, or .E,. 
Now (1.16) yields the existence of a normal subgroup F of X in C,(D) 
with C,(D) = D x F. Since G, n G, = H, + 2EQor, there exists a complement 
to Qa in G, n G, and for DF/F in X/F. Hence, by [S, I, 17.41 G, splits over 
Q, and X/F over DF/F, and G, and G, (and X/F) are of type M22 or 
Aut(M,, ). 
(5.3) Suppose that b = 2. Then G, and G, are of type Ly, HS, or 
Aut( HS). 
Proof: Pickcr-led(a)\(B) andset @‘m=(V,nQ,)(V,p,nQ,), N= 
QpnQl~,,andR=NnVg.ItfollowsthatG,=(V,-,,Vp)Qlland 
(1) [Qay (Lly WI Q @i and 
(2) CN, (Vor--l, v,)lGZ,. 
In particular, em, N, and R are normal in G, and R = V,- 1 n VB. Let d 
be an element of order 3 in ( V, ~ , , VP) and H = C,*(d), and let H, be 
maximal in H with [H,, pa] < R. Then (1) and (2) imply that 
(3) Qcl= Hqu and HN= HZ,. 
An immediate consequence of (3) is CoU( fil,) = C,( qm) x Z, and then 
(4) c,pk)=z~ 
since Z(G,) = 1. Note that (R n Z( VP)) Z, is normal in G, and therefore 
central in W,. Hence, (4) yields 
(5) RnZ(Vb)=Z/,. 
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By (3) H&Z, is normal in G,. It follows that &H,Z,) = #(H,) is normal 
in G,, and from d(H,,) n Z, = 1 we get 
(6) &Ho) = 1. 
Since ( V, _ 1 n Q,/Rj d 4, we have ( Ff’i/RI = 4 or 4*. If I @JR1 = 4, then 
H= H, and by (3) and (6) QJR is elementary abelian, which contradicts 
(2.8). Thus, we have 
(7) 1 @JR1 = 4’ and (H/H,1 = 2. 
Since GI, H,/fiz H, n Q, is elementary abelian and [ W, Ho n Q,, 
VP] <Z,, we get from (7) that 
(8) N= H,Z, and Qa= V,H,. 
We may assume that d’= d-’ for some XE V’,\Qa. Then [H,, x] ,< 
Zfin Ho= 1, and by (7) I VOn Q,/RI =43 I V,JC,,,(H,)I, and (6) _and (8) 
imply I Ho/H, n Z(Q8)l d 4. On the other hand, [Ho n Z(Qp), W,] = 1, 
and (4) together with H, n Z, = 1 implies H, n Z(Qa) = 1 and 
(9) IHol G4. 
Putting together (3), (7), and (9) we get 
(10) leaI d 2’. 
In particular, there is only one non-trivial C,-module involved in Q,. 
Assume first that this module is orthogonal. Let d’ be an element of order 3 
in G, and set L=O*(G,) Q,. Then lQD/C,,(S)l =4, and since A, is 
generated by two 3-elements, we get lQp/C,,(L)( = 24. Pick t E H\H, and 
set Z = C,,(L) and L, = O*(L). 
Since RE does not operate quadratically on Q,/Z we have fiEQ, E 
Syl,(L) and t$ L. In addition, by (6) and (8) G,/L, is abelian. It follows 
that [pa,t] 4 Q, but [&a,t]<L, and (@J@anL,I<2. Hence, 
fiM<(z)Lo for some ZEZ and [z, pa]=l. Now (4) yields ZE 
Z, n Z = Z, and @a < L,. But now [Z, &a1 = 1 and as above Z = Z,. We 
have shown that Q,= Vs, lQsl = 25, and H, = 1. In particular, X nor- 
malizes qX, D = GE and X/C,(D/Z(D)) NC, x z,. With the help of (1.16) 
and the Theorem of Maschke it is now easy to check that G, and G, are of 
type LY. 
Assume now that a natural C,-module is involved in Q,. Then V,/Z( V,) 
is such a natural module. Since all non-trivial elements in Vs/Zs are con- 
jugate and V, is non-abelian, we get lZ( VP)1 24. On the other hand 
C zcv,#k)=zB? and we conclude that 
(11) Z(V,)=C, and (V,I=26. 
Since R has index 23 in V, we have IRI = 23. Set T= G, n O’(GB) Q, and 
Y = [V,, T] Z( VP). Note that [R, T] < R. Hence, the order of R and the 
module structure of V,/Z( V,) imply that Y = RZ( VP) and R = 52,(Y). In 
particular, 
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(12) R is normal in M,,. 
It follows that R is normal in X and X/C,(R) N L,(2). Note that 
by (9), (lo), and (11) 26 < (DIG 27 and Z( Vs) d D < T. Hence, 
CZ( v,,, Z( VflYl d Z( V,) f-7 Z( ~/Y,” f or XEX, and Z( VP) centralizes 
Z( Va)” if Z, # Z;. We conclude that (Z( VP)“) N C4 x C4 x C4 and D = 
H,(Z( I’,)“) where H, = 1 or the element in H,# inverts the elements in 
(Z( I’,)“). It is now easy to check that G, and G, are of type HS or 
Aut( HS). 
In the next lemma we will use the following well known fact about L,(2)- 
modules over GF(2): 
Any irreducible L,(2)-module has dimension 1, 3, or 8, and there is only 
one g-dimensional module, the Steinberg module, and this module is pro- 
jective. 
(5.4) Suppose that b = 3. Then G, and G, are of type Ru. 
ProoJ Pick c(- 1 E~(cL)\{~}. S ince all arcs of length 2 with initial ver- 
tices in /I” are conjugate, (CI - 1, /?) is a critical pair. We use the following 
notation for 6 E PG. 
L6 = G2(G,), Cs = C,,( Vs), R= V, n V,- i, and Q = [La, Qp]. 
Since V, ~ , operates quadratically on V,, we have 
(1) V,-,GL,Q, and V,<-L,Q,-l, 
and (2.6) and (2.8) together with [S, V, 25.11 yield 
(2) Q 4 Qz. 
Since [C,, R] = 1, the module structure of I’,-, implies C, < 
L,-IQ,-I. Hence, by (1) we have IC,/V,(C,nQ,_,)l <2, and (1.2)(d) 
and (1.3)(a) yield 
(3) cc,> &I 6 v/P 
Set H = C,,(LB), let U be maximal in HR with respect to be normal in 
G,, and let d be an element of order 3 in G,. Clearly, R < U and 
[U, d] = Z, by (2). On the other hand, I U/U n HI = 4 and C,(d) n H = 1 
by (l.lO), and it follows that U= R and UnH=Zl,. 
Note that (Hn I’_,) R is normal in G,, and thus Hn Vu-, =Z,. 
Hence, [H, k’, _ ,] < Z, and the module structure of V,_ , implies 
H<CMpl. By (3) (applied to cc-l) L,-, normalizes HV,+,, and 
[H, [Qa+l,L,_,]nQ,]<Hn I’-i=Z,. It follows that [Q,-,,L,_,] 
normalizes HZ, ~ , , and HR is normal in G,. This yields H < R and 
H= Z,. We have shown 
(4) C,(LB)=Z,, IRI =23, and I V,l =2’. 
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In particular, R is normal in M,, and hence in X, and we have 
(5) X/CAN = -b(2). 
It is now easy to check that 
(6) &/C, is a natural C,-module for GB/QP. 
Let d’ be an element of order 3 in M,,, and set A = Ccgn c--,(d’), W = 
V I-1 Vf-,VD,andL=LI,W.Notethat [W,A]=1andby(3)AVgisnor- 
malized by L. Since L = ( W, Wg)(Ln Q,) for suitable gE G,, it follows 
that I.4VB/CAV&L)I = 24, and (4) yields A =Z, and 
(7) C,nC,+,=R. 
Now (6) implies that IC,/RI d 24 and 
(8) IC,I 6 2’ and ID/RI < 28. 
Let N be the preimage of a minimal normal subgroup of X/R in D/R. 
Assume first that [N, X] = R. Then (6) yields that Nb C, and (7) that 
N = R, a contradiction. 
Assume next that IN/RI = 23. Since [N, Q,] < N, we get from (3) and (6) 
that Nd QP and [N, Qs] = Z, or V,. In the first case N/R is central in 
X/R which contradicts (N/RI = 23; in the second case ( Vi) < N which con- 
tradicts V,.- I S Q,. 
An inspection of the prime divisors of the order of GL,(2) shows that 
X/CAD/R) = -b(2). 
It follows now from (8) that D/R is the Steinberg module for 
X/C,(D/R). Since the Steinberg module is projective, we get C,,(D/R) = 
D/R x Y where Y is a normal subgroup of X/R. Now (1.16) applied to the 
preimage of Y yields the existence of a normal subgroup F of X with 
Fn G, n G, = 1 and IX/F1 = IL,(2)1 .2”. With the arguments used in [2] it 
is now easy to check that G, and G, (and X/F) are of type Ru. 
Proof of the Theorem. Since we are only interested in the structure of 
M, and Mz, we may assume that G fullils (5.0). Now the conclusion of the 
Theorem follows from (5.2)-( 5.4). 
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